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THE BLIND CHILDREN OF 3^NG~L

PREFaCE
The purpose of this paper iias been to make a study
of a present educational problem for the blind which has
arisen out of modern conditions, and to make a survey of
the Calcutta ochool for Blind Children from this standpoint.
In spite of his attempt to be specific and to base
his studies on objective data, the writer h^s not been able
to do so to the extent that he would like. Tile distance
which exists between this land and the school in question,
the limitations and imperfections of records, Lhs insuffi-
cient number of subjects for study, and so forth, have been
some of the barriers in the way. The writer, ho,. ever, has
mcide an attempt to be professional in his attituo.es. The
thesis has terminated in an evaluation of some of the prin-
ciples of American education, and the application of these,
wherever possible, to the needs of the Calcutta School for
Blind Children has bc;en incidentally suggested.
The writing ana compilation of this p^per would not
have been possible without the help ^nd cooperation of the
authorities of the Perkins Institution and Massacnusetts
School for the 31ind, and the American educators for the
blind as ^ell as for the seeing, - to whom the writer de-
sires to express his sincere and hearty thanks.
R. K« H.
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EDUCATION Ab GUIDANCE FOR BLIND BOYo IN B^m^L
CHAPTER I
BACKGROUND OF Til ^CHOOL AND CONDITION^ OF
THE BLIND CHILDREN IN BENGaL
In earlier times, the picture of a blind person in
India - as in any other country of the world - was that of
one who, staff in hand, tried to feel his way, stretching
out his hands for help and probaoly carrying a big, the
symbol of Deggary. The situation in India was even more
complicated, since a section of her people still believed
that blindness in the present life mi^'ht be the natural
result of one's past deeds in the previous life. It was
believed that the stern hand of Fate had made a particular
person blind; in other words, that his soul might have
transmigrated into his present life as a blind man, or
that his Dlindness was predestined. These being the ac-
cepted theories, the blind were simply oojects of pity and
commiseration. Fooa. ^nd clothing »vere thought to be quite
sufficient to satisfy them. It was a long time before their
actual needs were recognized. In the middle of the nine-
teenth century, foreign missionaries had opened some homes
and refuges for the adult olind in South India and had begun
to feed them, clothe them, and teacn them to read the Bible.
But as these men had very little time to devote to the prob-
lems of the blind, things remained at a standstill for years.
t
2In the last decade of the nineteenth century, an
energetic Indian Christian, the l&te Mr, Lai Behari Shan,
was working as a proof-reader in the Baptist IdesIon ?ress
in Calcutta, and happened to come to kno*'. some facta about
the Dlind in South India. He oegan to gather more informa-
tion regarding them and round out something about the em-
bossed writing of the Diind, irhich interested him so much
that he began to investigate it. Mr. ^hah thought that it
u j not enough merely to clothe and feed tne blind; there
should be a definite attempt to Make them useful and con-
tributing member 3 of oociety.
It iras e striking coincidence that tnis Juncture
Mr. Gartnwaite, who h^d just come from England to fill the
place of press-manager, knew something of the embossed erlt
ing for the Dlind ana viae willing to help this ! elf-reliant
and adventurous man. Mr. Shah learned braille in no time
from a pamphlet, iBd began to experiment with it, finding a
blind boy who consented to come ,.nd take lessons twice a
week in return for a certain remuneration - a curious thing
indeed, at the close of the nineteenth century, to hire a
student to take his lessons I But the boy was clever and
the experiments were success ful.
Lai Behari Shah then got in touch o.ith the Royal
Normal College in London. He was burning with enthusiasm
and induced his pupil to reside in his own house. Thus, in

1837, the school was started i ith one student. Soon he got
two more students and he then began to exhibit his pupils
in the parks and streets. Ha thus attracted the attention
of many people to his school, -Ithougn he *as laughed at
and very few showed real sympathy with his aims.
L^l Behari Dhah cume of a family vvhich had embraced
Christianity in the very first years of its progress in
Bengal. All his brothers had chosen literary careers, but
this man provea to shine Detter in manual arts and occupied
his spare hours in learning many handicrafts. It did not
take him long to discover that some of these trades could
be taught to his blind students.
For years Mr. Shah had to run the school in his o<*a
house at his own expense. The firsc contribution from the
public was received in 1907, - about two dollars, - from a
group of college students.
The children he treated like his o*n sons. He was
being forced to sell some of his own property in order to
take Ccire of these -oor blind children, when some well-known
rich people took up his Cause and helped him to get govern-
ment aid, municipal grants, and private contributions.
Many stories might be relited aoout this diligent
pioneer worker, but it is sufficient to say that he was
everything in his school - servant, secretary, teacher,
propagandist. His sons were studying in schools and col-

leges, ana it was part of their duty to teach ana take ere
of the blind children. It is pleasing to note that these
activities in their boyhood made them interested in arorfc
for the blind, and probably thiia is one of the reasons *'hy
the worthy son of this gre^t man (Mr, A. K. ^iah) is now
carrying on the *orK so successfully.
The memory of Lai Behari ^.a^ki would remain ever green
in Bengal, even if he had not founded tne school, for it vaa
he ,vho adapted the braille o/^sai to Bengali
,
Kiaai, Urau,
^na Sanskrit, on a scientific oasis vfeicb enables the olind
children to read their ova language in the only way which is
most suitaDlo &&d convenient for eacn. This system has been
named "Shan-Braille" alter him ana Louis Braille. It is of
interest to note tn«t L&1 iohara 3hah was able to bring tnis
system to perfection only in the l^st fifteen years of his
life, after ne himoelf h^d become olina. 1th these -ichieve-
ments the "fatner of the education of the blind in Bengal"
died on tne first day of July, 19^6.
The school v&i incorporated in 1911. A Court of
Governors .vas ^poolnted v;nica sent Adr. K. ohah, son of the
founder, and present principal of tne scnool, to be trained
at the Royal Normal College in England. Here he spent two
years <^nd visited m^ny schools in ^gl^nd, ocotl^na, and
Ireland. In 1914 he returned to Inaia with many progressive
ideas.

5All these y=ars the 11 f tie school had been run in
rented houses and the need of extension and expansion for
the school campus h^d long been felt. 3ut it ir&a ten long
years before his plan materialized. A building c mpaign v/as
organized and some money rcxiseu. To-1ay the school st nds
in its new campus of s^ven acres, six miles av^ay from the
hustle ana bustle of th ; : city, and maintains a reputation
all over the country for its charming appearance. A for-
eigner visiting the institution ooms time ago remarked,
"It is a beauty spot ia the .vhole 1. ndscape, an inviting
place," - probably recognizing that an environment of beauty,
loveliness ^nd cleanliness plays as import -nt a p^rt in the
lives of non-seeing chiliren as for those ho see. The in-
tention of acquiring more 1,-aid -.reuni the school is about
to be realized.
To-day the school has about a hundJM J children en-
rolled, one-fourth of them oeing girls. It has separate
sections for boys and girls. No distinction of c-ste, creed,
race or color is made. Students who can afford to pc*y fees
must do so, and fees in any amount are accepted from tne
guardian or parents of a cnild; but inability to m *ke any
payment is not a barrier to the admission of ft cnila into
the school.
There ar-3 three departments in the school - literary,
music, ana industrial. In the literary department the chil-

6dren are taught up to the entrance examination to college;
in the music department the theory and practice of Indian
classic music Lnd of modern instruments sirs taught; in the
industrial department, handicrafts such as basket -making,
chair-caning, cane (rearing, loom reaving, knitting, netting,
f.nd so forth. The &ain idea is to nuke of the blind children
self-supporting and contributing members of society. Uniform
courses ari given up to a certain ooint, ana then speciali-
zation liccor-ing to the aptitude of the individual cnild is
encouraged. Only a selected few are advised to pursue a
literary career; but it is plaasing to note that .^cme cf the
older students have become eminent professors and ~cholars
in C-lcutta and are doing well in life.
The Court of Governors, .:nieh consists of ..eil-knoAn
men sad citizens of Calcutta, ..;sisgates it.; powtr to a school
committee of five or six member.:, including the principal .ho,
assisted by his understudy, is in charge of f>ll internal af-
fairs, and of external relations to o. certain degree. The
school is financed by the interest of endowment funds cu;d by
government aid, municipal grants, and subscriptions and dona-
tions from charitably incline J individuals, as re11 _s by
nominal or full fees from the earents .rid gu.rdians of stu-
dents tfho can afford to pay.
Modern methods and apparatus for the education of
the blind are used as far as practicable and a great deal of

attention is given to physical training, corrective exer-
cises, domestic drill, speech correction, n. ture study,
Scouting, "Cubbing", Girl Guide *ork, and other literary or
social activities of school life. When speaking of physical
training, the writer would like to emphasize the f^ct that
almost all the games are played outdoors in the gleaming gold
of the morning and evening sunshine. Diving, swimming, and
rowing are all done in the big, lake-like tank outside; rid-
ing on tricycles, running, walking on stilts, gymnastics,
and games of all sorts are enjoyed outdoors.
Publicity falls within the province of the Principal,
whose speeches are occasionally broadcast. 3ome of the stu-
dents, past and present, sing and play over the r .dio, either
as professionals or as amateurs. Play-acting by the blind
children has been very much appreciated in the city and out-
side.
A follow-up of the ex-students is carried on system-
atically, - a sort of friendly relationship betwen them and
the -.lma Mater. The students do not resent it any more than
a son would resent the solicitude of his parents. The insti-
tution, however, does not interfere witn their independence.
An economic start, or "push", when given, is withdrawn at the
right moment.
The Calcutta School for Blind Cnildren is the only
institution of its kind in the whole province of Bengal, -
t
8a province which is as large as Germany herself; yet the
number of children in the school at present is only about
one hundred. This f^ct brings to attention the need of
spreading the good tidings of enlightenment for the blind
out into the villages, making these people understand the
possibilities for the under-privileged. This perhaps lies
outside the sphere of an educational institution; but it is
vitally important, inasmuch as no gooa, flexible programme
can oe worked out easily with a small number of children.
According to the census of 1920, the number of the
blind children of school age in India was about 1,500,000
out of a total population of o40,000,000, - almost three
times as great as the population of the United states of
America. This multitude lies in an area half as large as
the United States. Out of this total 1,500,000 blind pupil
population of school-going age, Bengal ^lone has 3<,,Q00
blind persons in a total population of *5, 483, 000; of these
the city of Calcutta, where the 3chool in question is situ-
ated, has nearly 1,000 blind persons among a totd population
of l»2S2 f 000t Of these 1,000 blind persons in Calcutta, it
may oe estimated that about one-fifth are of school age.
The Calcutta School admits the young blind of either
sex, up to tne age of ten for girls and sixteen for boys,
from any district of 3engal and from outside Bengal; yet it
has only one hundred children. This fact brings to light
t
2the necessity of publicity, as has been pointed out, so that
the school may offer a more flexible programme. The fact that
the school admits the young blind of either sex up to the age
of ten for girls and sixteen for boys also indicates the need
that something should be attempted for those who have become
blind after the age of sixteen. It tfoula, probably, be an
excellent plan to start some kino, of industrial shop where
these blind adults may be trained to the best interests of
the state. This shop may be a part of the school organiza-
tion, with few modifications.
The difference between the American schools for the
blind and the Calcutta school is that the former are in many
cases supported chiefly by the states, whereas the letter is
semi-public, financed by the in^ertot of endowment funds, by
governmental grants, and by private charities. The plans that
may seem to be desirable and progressive may be unrealized
because of financial reasons. It must ;lso be noted that,
while the United States of America, as a whole, is an indus-
trial country, Bengal is primarily an agricultural country.
India is, of course, a land of different climates,
atmospheres, grades and levels of humanity, of wealth ^nd
poverty, of extremes and contrasts - and Bengal is not total-
ly an exception. Out of these complexities, a programme should
be drawn for the young blind so that they may educate themselves
to be self-supporting and worthy citizens while in the school,
learning ^nd living as if already in normal life-situations.
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CHAPTEB II
WHY lb REORGANIZATION SBG£S$Alff
A very intelligent ana ser rching question may be
asked: "Why do you speoK of reorganizing the Calcutta School
for Blind Children .vhich has been doing so well and is sup-
posed to Da the best institution in the country?"
The writer would reply: "Indeed, yes. The Calcutta
School is undouotedly the best in the country, h;.s been do-
ing good work, and has produced some eminent graduates who
are doing well in life; but the percentage of successful
graauates, when success is considered in the very ordinary
sense, is not very high.
The some tning is true in the case of m^ny of the
very be^t. types of schools for the blind. Ine outstanding
graduates have been well tcken care of; tne public h^s seen
them in their heights of success and achievement. But .-.hat
^bout the students who unfortunately were not endowed vith
an alert mind? Have they been educated in such a way that
they have been sble to make use of whatever talents they pos-
sess, to their best interests ana happiness? Have they been
living a normal life, making use of whatever resources,
mental, monetary, and physical, they might have at tneir dis-
posal at the outset? An institution should be judged, not
by a group of outstanding and eminent graduates, but by the
success or failure of the total number of those taught.
tt
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The critic may put forward an argument: ,? Ho»s. do you
judge the success of the graduates? By the vocational suc-
cess, monetary returns, standing in society, or what?" The
answer is: "Not necessarily so. If one has the privilege of
being thus fortunate, that person or the school from «.hicn
he was graduated ought to oe thankful. But success of this
kind is not necessarily the summum bonum of life." The crite-
ria of success for a groiUv-te of a scnool for the blind may
be set forth as follows:
1. Is he living a normal life, thougn under-privileged?
S » Is he living a he&itny moral life?
o. Is he happy in his work?
4. Is he rendering his service to the community and to
the country, in proportion to his capacity, endow-
ment and training?
//hen these conditions are fulfilled, if a particular
student is lucky enougn to carry his o*n programme to a great-
er aegree of financial return, social recognition, and so on,
so much the better, <.vitnout aoubt. But these letter gains,
alone, are certainly not the criteria of the success vuiich
graduate has attained.
In the world Conference of tne ..orkers for the Blind,
held in April, 1J50, at flew York City, *hen the eauc^tors of
the Dllnc throughout the v.orld »vere discussing matters rela-
tive to the outstanding graduates of several institutions,
tt
an Austrian educator of the blins asked a very pertinent
end searching question: "fthat percentage of your graduates
are successful in life?" To his astonishment, as v.ell as
to that of others present, no one could answer that ques-
tion ^t tnat moment, not even irith ;.pproxim: te accuracy.
This incident illustrates the fc<ct that the thought of
educators of the blind had not directly been turnea to
such study ns investig tion. The tr: aitional literary
curriculum no longer meets the uem^nds of the present gen-
eration. Only the more mentally alert pupils hu.ve received
much attention; ^ns the le^s alert in mind have got lost
in the tumult of the eorld. Yet it is aor. surprising to
find thc»t to-day there are more of these unfortunate pupils
than of tho successful ones.
Michael ;;nagnos, tne second director of Perkins
Institution ana Massachusetts icnool for Che Blind, pointed
out asout forty years ago that .ith the a^vencumsnt of scien-
tific treatment and vita improves organisation of preventive
work in thie field, the type of congenital blindness which
is assignee to ophthalmia neonatorum (*babies f ^ore eyes")
would decrease in r&tle to the increase of Hereditary causes.
Incidentally, it can be said th^t some of the- ophthalmolo-
gists end genetic experts <vho h^ve been making studies of the
heredity of fefcf eyes now hold th^t eome of the hereditary
causes of blinuness in a family can be obliterated in tnree
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generations, If the men and woman of th^ t family will re-
frain from reproducing. The writer does not me, a, hov.ever,
to go into the uetailea stuay of this Vlt&l problem, iince
it is beyond his province.
The Perkins Institution and Massachusetts School for
the Blinu, in cooperation v;ith Ho,.e Laboratory Ophthalmology,
Harvard kedical School, h...s been making a stuay of the hered-
ity of the eye. The ch-.rt on the following page, shoving
the considerable uecr.. Hi of ophthalmia neonatorum e s com-
pared v.itk the increase of hereditary defects among ?o-rkins
pupils for the l-.st, ten years, will sho;; the fulfilment of
the prophecy of Michael anagnos. The tfe&Vt v. ill be followed
by a list of the causes of bllndttMi in the pres mt enrol-
ment of the Perkins Institution, as prepared by Dr. Clyde
Bdg&V Keeler, S*seaf3b Tellow of Ophthalmology, Harvard
Medical ^cnool.
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TABLE I* - CAUSES OF BLINDNESS IN THE PRESENT ENROLMENT
OF PERKINS INSTITUTIQI
1
CAUbES OF BLINDNESS NO. OF PUPILS
gHH
1
!
1
Optic Nerve Atrophy
Congenital Cataract
Retinitis Pigmentosa
Choreoretinitis
54
38
6
5
si
Infantile Glaucoma
I
3 i
PR03AJ
Progressive Myopia
Other congenital troubles
Total
2
88
196
^BLY
NOT
HEREDITARY
Ophthalmia Neonatorum
Acciaents
Phlyctanular Keratitis
Interstitial Keratitis
Trachoma
15
1£
2
1
1
PR
OBJ Other causes
>
Total
63
94
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The writer carried the study stili further, to see
whether there might be a correlation between the hereditary
Causes of blindness and low mentality, as comp-red with
blinaness from non-hereditary causes and higher mentality.
In order to make the study reliable, he used the records of
the Personnel Department of the Perkins Institution. Iu f s
of these children are determined by the Hayes-Binet Tests
for the Dlind, ahich are an adaptation of Terman's Standard
Revision of the 3inet-3imon Tests. The former tests have been
scientifically standardized after ten years of experimenta-
tion and research by Dr. Samuel P. Hayes, who has been the
Director of Psychological Research in the Pennsylvania Insti-
tution for the Blind since 1,316, and in Perkins Ins citution
since 1919, and who is also Professor of Psychology in the
Mount Holyoke College, Massachusttts < The reliability of
these tests, therefore cannot be douoted.
In order that the present study might be of the most
recent instances, the writer first restricted his observa-
tions to the Lower dchool of the Perkins Institution, where
the children are between five L*nd fourteen ye .rs of age and
where the admissions to the school have been made ..ithin the
past five or six years. Recency of the study was mai~ effec-
tive in this manner. It is interesting to find that out of
the seventy children in the Lower School, sixty are blind as
a result of hereditary causes; only ten children are suffer-
ing from non-hereditary types of blindness.

To complete the study, the ..Titer examined the
records of 36 pupils in the Upper School of Perkins Insti-
tution, whose blindness is assigned to non-hereditary causes.
The total number of Cases studied was, therefore, 106, of
which 60 were in the hereditary group and 46 in tne non-
hereditary group. The iQ's of students in the hereditary
group range from 50 to 149; those in the non-hereditary
group from 70 to 130; the medians being 88.66 and 103.36,
which shows a difference of a.bout 15 points.
There has been a good deal of controversy as to
what are the hereditary causes of blindness. Medical men
differ in their vievs. The writer has respected the views
of all the professional men as far as hereditary causes of
blindness are considered, and h^s regarded as non-hereditary
only those causes on which all the medical men have a con-
sensus of opinion. The attempt has been made throughout to
give the benefit of any doubt to the more unfortunate group,
namely the group showing hereditary causes.
A graph representing a possible correlation oet/.een
the hereditary causes of Dlindness and lo/v mentality as com-
pared with the non-hereditary causes ^nd comparatively high
mentality is shewn below, on p^ge 16a.
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It may be noted that the causes of blindness of four
of the five cases having lQ f s between \2Q and 143 in the
curve representing hereditary blindness are assigned to
Buphthalinos. It is a controversial point whether this dis-
ease of the eye is hereditary or not. The benefit of the
doubt has, however, been given by the writer to this more
heavily handicapped group of cnilaren; c~nd he appends* as
the b^sis for his conclusions, as well as for the attention
of those interested in the education of the blind, a table
giving the causes of blindness and the IQ's of children at
PerKins Institution and Massachusetts School for the Blind.
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TABLE II.- CAUSES OF BLINDNEbo (PROBABLY HEREDITARY) A.JSD I<*»S
OF CHILDREH Ifi LOWEH SCHGOX, OF PIEKIJIS IJISTITOTIOB
AND MASSACHUSETTS SCHOOL FOR THE BLIND, WaTERTOWN
INITIALS
J
SEX CAUSE OF 3LIi\TD^SS ic,
u F.H.A. F Optic Atropny 67
2+ A.E.A. M Nystagmus & Optic Atrophy 110
3.
4.
M.A.
A. A.
F
1
Chorioretinitis, Optic
Atropny, Congenital Cata-
ract
Congenital Cataract
106
34
5. D.B. M Congenital Cataract 39
6. N.J.B.
1
F
:
M
Optic N~jrve Atrophy 34
7. J. 3. Congenital Cataract 34
8. i.e. F Optic atrophy 83
9. A. U • F Congeiiital C-*tar<iCt 103
10. F.C. M. I Congonitcil Cataract 108
11. J.C. m. :
;
1
Congenital Microphthalmos
Optic Atrophy 137
1£. A.C. M Congenital Optic Atrophy 98
13. T.C. u
1
J
Congenital Cataract,
Optic Atrophy
66
14. G • 3 • D • 1
I
F
j
Retinitis Pigmentosa 83
15. L.D. Optic Nerve Atrophy 86
16. E.D.P. F
!
Congenital Cataract 99
17. CD.
'
!
Optic Nerve atrophy 93
Id. W.D. «
!
'
i
Confc tinit-l Cataract 86
13. R.J.F. Congenital Cataract 78
c
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TABLE II - Continued
INITIALS l>EX CAtiSE 01- BLINDNESS
20. A.F. M Congenital Cataract 8b
21. A.K.G. 1 Congenital Cataract 117
22* D.P.G. M Congenital C^t^ract 78
^.(5 • A.G. F Congenital Cataract 98
B4, D.G. M Congenital Cataract 116
M.G. F Optic Nerve Atrophy 93
£6 • E.H. M Retinitis Pigmentosa 77
g?« C.T.H. F Optic Nerve Atrophy , Myopia
Congenital Microphthalmos 67
£8 • V.L.J. M Congenital Cataract 85
89«
30.
I .K.
L • J . K
.
F
F
Congenital Cataract
Optic Nerve Atrophy
118
[Scatter c
Response
74
31. J.L. M Ootic Nerve Atrophy 64
32. - :.L. M Congenital Glaucoma 76
33. T.L.L. F Optic Nerve Atrophy 80
34. C-.M. t Optic Nerve Atrophy
i
9ii
35. J.M. a Optic Nerve ^tropny
Congenital Malformations 98
36 • k*U* F Retinitis Pigmentosa 81
37. N. J.M. F Congenital Cataract 90
38. 3.N. F Congenital Aniridia <k
u [J t>xe m t?x v t? i . v> i u put/ -3vo
39. D.N. F Congenital Aniridia &
Optic Nerve Atropny
96
10.
1
L.N. M Congenital Aniridia k
Optic Nerve /.trophy 79

TABLE II - Continued
INITIALS 3SX CAt&S OF BLINDNESS 1^
41. L. O'D. M Congenital Retinitis 84
42. R.P. M Optic Nerve Atrophy- 99
43. M.A. ?. F Congenital Amblyopia 88
44. M.R. F Optic Nerve Atrophy 87
45. D.H.R. F Congenital Cataract with
Optic Nerve Atrophy;
Ophthalmia Neonatorum
82
46. E. G. R. M Congenital Cataract 65
47. A.S. M Optic Nerve Atrophy 53
48. W.F.S. F Optic Nerve Atrophy 59
49. S.3. M Congenital Cataract 93
50. N.M.S. F Optic Nerve Atrophy 79
51. J.S. M Albinism &
Congenital Nystagmus 81
52. E.T. II Congenital Cataract 94
53. R.T. F Optic Nerve Atrophy 85
54. E.T. F Congenital Cataract 67
55. D.T. M Optic Nerve Atrophy 84
56. J.W. If Congenital Cataract 72
37. F.B. F Buphthalmos 135
58. A . C
.
M Buphthalmos ist
59. G.S. F Buphthalmos 146
60. M.T. F Buphthalmos 121
r
TABLE III. - CAUSES OF BLIJIDKBSS (PROBABLY NOT HEREDITARY)
AND I**' S OF CHILDREU AI PERKINS IKSTITOTIOB
AND MASoACHUotiTTS oCHOOL FOR TIB BLIND
INITIALS SEX [
1
CAUSE OF BLINDNESS IQ
1. F.A.B. M Ophthalmia Neonatorum ISO
2. A.C. M
1
Ophthalmia Neonatorum 10)c
3. 'A.P.C. M Interstitial Keratitis 79
4. J • C
.
M Dynamite Explosion &~Z
5. y.c. F Accidental Amblyopia 111
R.C. U Ophthalmia Neonatorum 103
7. 1 B.C. M Burns of the Eyes 33
8. V.D. F Interstitial Keratitis 96
9. J.D. M Shrunken Globes 121
10. M.D. F Infection at Birth 78
li. K.D. F Ophthalmia Neonatorum 95
12. F.F. F Injury - 3ympathetic
Ophthalmia 116
13. R.F. M Ophthalmia Neonatorum 101
14. F.W.F. M Ophthalmia Neonatorum 84
15. A • J • G
,
H Meningitis 105
16. R.E.G. F i Irido-cyclytic 105
17. W.H. M Ophthalmia Neonatorum 101
18. J.K. u Metastatic Choroiditis 90
19. V. McG. F Ophthalmia Neonatorum 110
£0. J. A.M. M Disorganized Globe 115
|
21.
23.
K.N.
J.N.
J.?.
F
F
F
Trachoma
Meningitis
Phlyctenular Keratitis
87
j
ISO
73

TABLE III - Continued
IMTIaLS CAUbK OF BLINJ^SSS
a d r A retiij iiSLiguia 'wism
he
.-. >-> % fltri TP Upiltllii XlliXii iVfciOIlct UOrUEQ 1.CD
r, O
.
nut} IP
r upiiLnaiinict weonctLorum OA/
97 M.n. t?V upnuncixnixa iijeoiiauoruin 1 v>
<,o • U.b. Tigm Disorganized uiooes fid.oo
A.b
.
IIM injury j bympaunetic upnunaxmia Ol
OU. M. b • r Me tciStc*tic upnuaa-imiuxs luo
OX • n . b • wr jjegsnerciLion 01 i\otin«. onus
'Z. 'J L . b . r inoersultlal l\eraulbls OS
'Z Xoo • L. V , b. TPr pniyctenuictT iierauibis OO
04 • r • b • M iieucoma uornea 1U4
uO • Da. 1
.
TP
r upntnaxmia. iiieonaLoruni
r r tn. JLi. i • rinnisis uuiDae ^iroiii Durns
^
1U1
Of. A.n. V
.
M injury ^ bynip jtne tic upnunaimia 1 1 o11<£
7UOO • u . w • ITr Dympaunetic upnunaimid XUU
M.J . I • r uibiocciLion oi Lens loU
4J . W . /. M unorio—r^LiniT-13 OO
AT r . V • If xxo
/I Q4<£. it Air TPr AcciaenL 1U1
4o» 1. MCb. UM bympaLne tic upntnaimia lib
44. H.N. M. M Interstitial Keratitis 104
45. J .J . H. M Instruments at Birth 111
46. C . B. M : Tumor 121

TABLE IV. - COMPARISON OF DATA GIVEN IN TABLEc II AND III
HEREDITARY BLINDNE^. NOMHuREDITARY 3LINDNESS
T,~
It: 9 i 1X
j-'. •-> X w is «
120 129 2 110 - 119 8
110 119 4 100 - 109 12
100 109 3 90 - 99 4
90 93 16 80 - 89 11
80 89 15 70 - 79 4
70 79 8
60 69 7
50 59 2
60
Median IQ -88.66
46
Median IQ - 103.33

To summarize the studies, it is evident that much
blindness has been and /.ill be prevented. Ophthalmia Neona-
torum as a cause of blindness has been well-nigh obliterated.
Science has progreo^ed so f^r ana so rabidly that very few
children will begin life blinded by "baoies 1 sore eyes."
The hereditary causes of blindness, over which society has
very little control except by informing the individuals as
to the necessity for avoiding reproduction, are likely to
continue at least for a fev? generations, unless the people
suffering from hereditary causes of olindness should become
scientifically-minded. So a very much greater percentage of
pupils in a school for Che blind will, at least for the next
three generations, belong to the hereditary group.
It has been pointed out previously that those pupils
who have been admitted into the Perkins Institution within
the past few ye.;.rs come from this more unfortunate group.
The of these children, as has been shown in the graph,
have evidently some correlation with low mentality. As a
result of preventive work for blinlness, institutions for
the blind can no longer expect as high a mental average for
their pupils as they were getting in years gone by. The
problem before the educators of the blind is, therefore, now
more acute than it has been before. The schools will meet
with increasing difficulties in worKing with this gradually
growing class of pupils.
«
The next question which crops up in the mind of the
critic may be: "Hov. does this fact affect your school _.t
Calcutta?" The reason is the same. Prevention of blindness
has attracted the attention of professional men in India,
and especially in Calcutta. For evidence, the names of Mr.
C. G. Hendersonl of the Blind Relief Association in Bombay,
Lieutenant-Colonel £. f G. Kirwan, and Dr. T. Ahmed of
Calcutta may be mentioned. An article by Elsie Veil
claims that the Calcutta School for Blina Children is the
most modern and the best school of its type in all India,
and shows how the preventive work for blindness has attracted
professional men and women, while a prophylactic campaign has
been undertaken for the control of ophtnulmia neonatorum
.
The same author has also pointed, out that tne ophthalmia
neonatorum cases in the hospitals are decreasing.
It is quite possible that what has been proved true
of the Perkins Institution and other institutions^ for the
blind in the United States has already become true of the
Calcutta School witnout being yet detected, since there is
at present no instrument for measuring tne intelligence of
these blind children of India. And even if the situation in
Calcutta ha.3 not yet become analogous to that in America, it
1. All India Blind Relief Association, Bombay, India, 1930
2. Well, Elsie. Unseeing Eyes of the East. "Asia". March
1932, pp. 16<;.-166; 196-198. Concord, N.H. 10, Ferry St.
3. National Society for the Prevention of Blindness Publi-
cation #3. Preventing Blindness from Babies* core
Eyes. Ne* York. American Foundation for the Blind,
Inc.
1
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will certainly become so by the time fcne present generation
of students shall have been graduated from the Calcutta
school.
It is, therefore, an opportune moment to take due
thought, revise and reorganize the curriculum and the school.
The literary, industrial or music curricula that suited very
well the more mentally endowed pupils will not meet Che needs
of pupils of lower mentality. In making this assertion, the
writer does not mean that the Calcutta school will never have
any more bright students. Probably it will. 3ut the per-
centage of these will be very small as compared with students
of lower mentality. The school shoula oe so reorganized that
the needs of all groups of children shall oe supplied. The
traditional classroom teacning will be of no avail. The
students shoulu be educated in life -situations ; tne programme
of studies should be varied and compr ehensive, suited to the
needs, ability and capacity of each individual.
This does not me^n, however, that the students of
higher mentality shoula be neglected. The correct procedure
would be to give each his due share. The reorganization of
schools for the blind all over the world is, therefore, a
necessary and an inevitable step, which no educator of the
bxind can neglect.
«
CHAPXEB III
SCOPE OF GUIDANCE
i'hc inodsrn tendency of the leaders of the guidance
movement has been either too aggressive or too limited:
Aggressive in the sense that they parallel guidance with
the total phases of education; limited in tiie sense tnat
they take into consideration only the livelihood or voca-
tional (ana perhaps the educational) part of it.
Leonard V. Koos and Grayson N. Kefauver,! however,
seta to take a well-balanceu viaw regarding the scope of
guidance. These writers are aware of the two extreme vievvs
and the accompanying dangers. They meet on a sound medium
scale, so to say. They attribute tna success of the movement
in the future to t»vo characteristics, namely, the distribu-
tive and the adjustive aspects. In administering the former
phase, it is aimed to distribute tne individual students as
effectively as possible to the educational and vocational
opportunities in matters of subjects, courses, curricula,
extra-curricular activities, schools, higher institutions,
and vocations. In the latter phase, an attempt is made to
help the individual student to make the optimal adjustment
to the educational and vocational situations. The writers
comprehend in its scope the civic-social-mor :1 aspects of
guidance, yet delimit the whole field of guidance by spying
1. Koos, Leonard V. cind Kefauver, Grayson N. Guidance
in Secondary Schools. Nev/ York. The Macmillan
Company, 19o<;. pp 15-16.
•
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that it doss not parallel the whole phase of eduction, nei-
ther is it a conflict irith the educational systems or admin-
istration of an institution. It is not a proposition of in-
terference, but one of helpful and health? cooperation.
While taking tnis position, these 'writers do not con-
fine themselves in the limitations of the conventional term
"educational and vocational guidance, " - the contention being
to quota their own mr&s, "that the distributive phase applies
to all major aspects of life in /hich differentiation of acti
vity is the rule ^nd the aijustive phase to all aspects with-
out regard to the appropriateness of differentiation."
An argument may be urged that, if the distributive
phase refers to the proper distribution of youth to educa-
tional and vocational opportunities, and the adjustive phase
to optimal adjustment of the individual to these opportuni-
ties, some degree of the traditional compulsion and coercion
will necessarily appear in the treatment of guidance . The
answer to such an argument is simple ana sound. Guidance,
of course, implies aavice, but does not mean compulsion on
the part of the adviser. Guidance should aid the student in
making selections, so that he may derive satisfaction from
his work, c»nd be of service to him as well as to society.
Thus it is evident that there has been a conflict of
views regarding the scope of guidance. Guidance for the
blind is presumably in its infancy, though the institutions
for educating blind children have been finding jobs for them
<
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on le&rlAg school, to some extent. In fact, institutions in
Germany are so arranged that the blind are ftared for from the
cradle to the gr;ve. In other countries, rhilt the schools
for the blind have been doing limited service in the placing
of their students after gr,. ciu-.it ion, this procedure Is far
from guiding the students. hat should then be the scope of
guid'-nce for the blind?
Recently a guidance or personnel department has been
reorganised in the Parkins Institution and Massachusetts
School for the Blind, to operate in the same way as similar
departments established by schools for the sighted in the
United States. Some of the branches of this department vere,
of course, in existence at Pericins before the reorganization,
during the idmlnistr^.tion of Dr. Edward J3. Allen, now Director
Emeritus
.
The present system consists Mainly of eight divisions^-
«hieh are coordinated under the supervision of the director
of personnel and research. These divisions are:
i.a. Psychologic 1 <vork, - tests, educational t.na
psychological;
b. Research work, aiming towards age-grade distribu-
tion and other proulems of vital Interest;
c. Mental furniture, working towards meaningful vocabu-
lary;
81 Physical therapy; individual corrective exercise;
3. Speech correction;
4. Consultation and counseling;
5. Field work, '.yorkirig towards tno coordination of
home environment o.nd the school;
6. Administrative, working toward! centralization of
record sheets, (tarda
j
etcetera.
1. Maxxield]j Kawhrya E« The 5ep -ruaant of Personnel and
Research at Perkins Institution. The Tecchers 1
Forum for Instruction of Blind Children. March 1953.
pp 77-78.
(
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The question pro -rents itself, how far is it possible
to practice the s-ms procedure in tni Calcutta Jcnool for
Blind Children? Almost sv;.ry item presents a possibility.
Some experiment, research, and adaptation of the psychologi-
cal and educational feast a will undoubtedly nave to be Bade.
3ut thij presents no insuperaole diffieulties . This partic-
ular topic will be discussed fulay, later on.
as the number of children in the Calcutta school is
r*Vj small, and financial resources scanty, the inclusion of
curriculum guidance seems to be a helpful addition in the
guidance programme. In order tc make the guidance effective
it ;:houlG parallel the total phases of education: 1 The total
m^ke-up of the individual blind pupil should be considered.
Then he should be helped to help himself, so that he can
build on his own foundations, rendering service and getting
satisfaction as well in doing so.
The writer is in favor of the point of view helc
by Dr. John If, Brewer, who parallels guidance with the total
phases of education. Thii- Flaw seems to be quite in cccord-
arice with conditions and background fauna in the Calcutta
School for Blind Children; thoagn the vLaa may seem presump-
tuous, education is not only the -accumulation of facts and
formal knowledge. It is an appropriate establishment of the
interrelationship between activity, knowledge, and morale*
|
vacation is re-ally the practice and theory of right living.
1. Brewer, John M. S lucation as Guidance, ffe* York. Tne
Macmillan Company, Page 6,
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All the more should this be true in the case or schools for
the blind.
The physical and mental make-up of the students
should be so coordinated that tney will like to live a normal
ana right life nov and in one present, - and not merely to
prepare Tor future life-activities . It is a wasteful method
to prepure children and prescribe school studies along lines
which probably affect life only op chiefly in the future.
To teach to-day something which *ay prove fruitful ten, fif-
teen or c.enty years hence, &&d in so doing to neglect the
hundredfold needs of to-day, is not merely a wastage of time,
energy, and mon^y, but io crime done to the childrc-n so
taught, in view of tno "joy of thi working" v.hich they would
otherwise be finding in the right living, now and to-duy.
It is questionable wnether --ny sensible adult would consent
to take a course of -,turiy which is guaranteed to become use-
ful ten or fifteen years after the completion of the course.
Help the child to think, ...ct, and live rightly now, and the
future A'ill take care of itself.
The aims of a guid nee programme should, therefore,
be tne folio 1 ingt^
"First | that our guidance curriculum is formula tea
solely out of what lif~ itself requires, not out of our
imagination or desires;
1 Bartwar | John M. Education as Guidance (iMe>v York, The
iiaciuillan Co., 1952) j pp. vli ana viil.

"Second, that g uaiity of activity ij to be etr^saedj
not quantity;
-Third, thau the i a finitios and. criteria of guidance
invoxve student initiative;
"fourtn, fch&t both for the inuividual ana the group
o elf-KuiJu.ncij i s the final aintj
;f?ifth, trial, opportunities are advocated and descriDed
for self-teaching, judicious ioaiing, ana being let t.lonej
"Guidance is to be applied only as necessary to avoid
the ignorance and othsr d^ngera from which education is de-
signed to protect, ana to afford tne progressive aevjlopment
v^hich life itself dem^ndj."

CrinPTiiR IV
CIVIC-SOCIAL-MORAL GUIDANCE
3o
"Our children long to express the be uty
of the world about tnem, some in music, some
in stone, some in color, some in motion,
some in beautiful words. So De it. fie will
te^ch music that is fine, with the soul of
the artist winging through it. Re will teach
literature that shall be an inspiration to
the children all their lives. We will teach
so that there shall be no ugliness .. .neither
ugliness of body or of spirit." - Angelo Patri
"In the long run, in the great battle of
life, no brilliancy of intellect, no perfec-
tion of bodily development, will count when
weighed in the balance against the assemblage
of virtues active or passive, - of moral qual-
ities which we group together und~r the name
of character." - Theodore Roosevelt
The history of the movement of school-llfe-^ctivities
in schools for the blind is of vital interest alike to those
concerned with education in general, and to those concerned
for the welfare of blind individuals in the future.
Organized extra-curricular activities have been of
relatively recent development in the elementary schools for
the sighted. It is so, to a great extent, in regard to the
special schools for blind children. The importance and de-
sirability of extra-curricular activities as a socializing
factor in the educ-itioxx of a blind child has long been
stressed by men like Dr. oamuel Gridley Howe e^rly in tne
past century, and as e^rly as 1880 by Sir Francis J. Campbell,
that Sir Francis whom W. T. Stead has described as being,

"an American by birth, presumably scotch by origin, English
by residence, - but his real Fatherland is the Kingdom of
the Blind."
Sir Francis had been the champion in introducing the
health programme into the educational system in England;
And Dr. Edward Ellis Allen, Director-ameritus of the Perkins
Institution and Maso^cnusetts Scnool for the Blind, who in
early manhood had taught in the Royal Normal College for
the Blind, of which oir Francis was founder uiid principal,
was there imbued with the same sound convictions and became
a strong lifelong advocate of them. Since Dr. >illen has
been intimately connected with two of the foremost institu-
tions in the United States of america, much has been done
througn his direct and indirect influence to introduce pro-
grammes in extra-curricular activity into the upper grides
of schools for the blind all over the world. It is the
feeling of the writer, however, that not much organized work
ha3 yet been accomplished for blind children in the elementary
grades, though many different problems in this field have been
approached along various lines and on various occasions.
THii TY?ji OF oCHOOL FOR BLIND CHILDREN
In order to understand the problems of this field in
schools for the young blind, two facts ought to be made clear:
Schools for the blind are generally residential; and, th-^re
are often separate schools for the boys ^nd for the girls.
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The schools, being distinctly residential, offer greater op-
portunities for the school-life-^ctivity programme. In the
present paper the v.riter will attempt to de^l with problems
affecting only boys in the elementary grades,
SOlfo FUNDAXBHTAt PRINCIPLES OF
EXTRACURRICULAR iXTIVIIY
before launching on any particular discussions, it
will be desirable to examine some of the modern viev/s on
extracurricular activities. There have been interesting
battles over the Ube of the term, in connection with this
particular function of the schools. The terms used are:
Extra-curricular activities, extra-curriculum, co-curricular
,
extra-class, socializing, integrating, collateral, student
activities. Each one of the^e terms suggests an underlying
principle. The be^t term, according to the .vriter^ opinion,
seems to be suggested by F. C. Borgeson, namely, the school-
life-ac Livities . This connote^ the total pupil experiences
and suggests a solution of the conflict betv.een the curricu-
lar and the extra-curricular activities i Botn are interde-
pendent; one cannot go Aithout the other. De,vey f s philosophy
had a tremendous influence in bringing about this change of
attitude towards scnool-iife-activities
.
Extra-curricular activities have come to be recog-
nized as an important me^ns of furnishing first-hind experi-
ences for training of schoolboys and girls in the affairs
of human life. Activities which were firet thought of
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as extraneous have now become central, furnishing labora-
tory exercises for tne development of social traits. The
school^ ooligation to the pupil io to develop his many-
sided character and to mdce a good citizen out of him.
Formal and informal education shoulc go hand in n^nd. 3y
having recourse to one of these alone, tne pupil oannot
be truly educated. According to Libert K. Fret>vell*| two
theses have been advanced regarding the function of the
school relative to extr-u-curricular activities:
(i) It is the Dusiness of the school to organize
the .vhole situation so that there shall be a tt vor^ble
opportunity for every one, teachers as well as pupils, to
practice the qualities of the good citizen here _nd now,
with results satisfying to tne one doing the practicing.
(ii) Wherever ^osoibie, extra-curricular activities
should grow out of curricul^x- actlviies, and return to them
for their enrichment.
These two theses clearly indicate the interrelation
between the two types of activities in school, o.nd otresj
the Dewey philosophy of educating the child in life- situa-
tions.
1 Fretwell, Elbert K. Extra-Currlcular Activities in
Secondary Schools. Boston. Houghton kifflin
Company, 1931. Chapter I.

EViiLlL-iTION OF THBSB PKXVCXPXiSS AS ,-.??LM>
IN RSSIDBITlAL SCHOOLS FOB THE YOUNG BLIND:
It has been pointed out previously that the schools
for the blind are residential ana often non-coeducational,
and therefore offer greater opportunity for carrying out a
coordinating programme. No one system is perf -ct. ^very
system has its flaws. So whatever limitations t;iere mignt
have been in the present system will De discussed under its
proper heads. For our present discussion, the f i ct cannot
be overemphasized tnat the special scnools have been a good
deal in advance of the general schools, so far os the
s chool-life-activities are concerned. The only sugges-
tion that corner to the mind of the writer id- that activi-
ties should be carried on in a more systematic and con-
structive way. The first and greatest p^rt in the educa-
tion of cx blind chill is to help him to help himself, to
make him physically fit and socially accepts Die to seeing
people. He has to prove that he is no longer a liability
but is an asset to society, when properly trained. It is
for this wholesome purpose that much importance has been
given to the health programme of ft blind ci.il i.
Corrective speecn and special exercises have been
introduced in a fe v schools to combat such physic .1 defects
t
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as flatfootedness, waddling gait, rubbing the eyes and
sticking tha fingers into tnem, catching the rays of
light in the partially seeing eye, swinging the head to
and fro, shaking tfcu: fingers before the face, and a host
of other nervous habits.
The famous American plan, or better, the famous
Perkins Family Cottage plan, has given ample chance for
pupil participation in normal activities and has afforded
opportunities for keeping the child and adolescent con-
structively busy during residence in the special school.
Physical training audi physical education nave been pro-
vided in liberal measure for the bodily development of
the individual, in order to make him both physically well
and socially acceptable, and even the fads and thrills of
physical culture have been included to prove for his see-
ing friends that he is capable of performing sucn gymnasti
acrobatic and unusual physical feats. These latter activl
ties wers- once carried so far that Miss B« M. Sawyer, an
American teacher of physical education in 191^, brought
forward the question as to whether it were i/ise and right
to lay so much stress upon training for exhibition purpose
those who could do well in this field, to the exclusion of
the individual training of those who need it mo3t but who
cannot be used to demonstrate this type of skill to the
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public. The foresight of Miss Sawyer suggested the meas-
urement movement of physical education for blind children,
as Dean Frederick Rand Rogers of the Graduate School of
Physical Education, Boston University, has been making
headway in this particular line for seeing pupils. The
individual differences of pupils in physical education,
or in other extra-curricular activities, must be recog-
nized in order to make these activities vit- lly interest-
ing and helpful to the child. The public is now better
prepared to accept the blind cnild as norm! except in
physical sight, and hence less emohasis should be given
to exhibiting physical feats; rather, importance should
be given to the individual physical needs of the child.
This is far from saying that he does not require any
gymnastics or acrobatics. The child needs organized, as
well as free, play. He is c ipaDle of doing and delight-
ing in both. The blind children of the Royal Normal
College, in London, Sagland, give proof enough to show
that they en.joy and are capable of carrying on both formal
drill and undirected play. They arc not misfits ynywhere.
All that has been attempted here If to point out that
individual needs, capacity and interest should be taken
into consideration in this vit . 1 department of the child*
s
training for life.

_0
bOCIaL-CIVIC klM 18 fHS EXTRA-
CURRICULAR ACTIVITIES
The importance of school-lif8~aetivities as a
socializing factor in the life of a blind child cannot be
overestimated. It would oe a mistake for the principal
of an elementary scnool for biina. children to think that
extra-curricular experiences are of inappreciable value
to the blind children under his ere, On the other hand,
experience witn Dlind children teaches us that they have
always shown eagerness and initiative in such activities,
provided the cnildren are otherv isa normal. Like his
seeing brother, the biina child Wuiits to be contributory
in his efforts in the iif I of the home-school, and it is
an educational blunder if he is deprived of such opportu-
nities. If he is not contrioutory, he shoula be shown by
the example of his friends and teachers now to become so, -
if, of course, he is in other respects a normal child.
These children are perfectly capable of playing organized
games, sometimes <.ith slight modification. Several sense-
training g-mes and other recreational pastimes have oeen
organized under the auspices of the Boy Scout movement, -
more technically known as "Cubs Movement" (the younger
brother scout movement) for blind children in England
and elsewhere, in age ranging from eight to eleven years.

This movement affords an adequate opportunity for sociali-
zation of bllnu children, since their associations are in-
corporated with ocher associations of the seeing '^ubs"
and have a chance to meet these seeing young friends on
common grounds of interest, initiative, and play. It is
rith real, benefit to both groups of children that such
meeting; tire made possible; sometimes tne blind children
take the role of hosts for thair seeing friends, and vice
versa , that this system baa socializing and educative
value for both groups is obvious. The successful planning
and carrying out of such programmes needs a teacher *ith
genuine interest, initiative, ^nd rational, sympathetic
understanding of the blind child and his potentialities,
if the cub-master is really clever at his Job, the special
interest cIuds - such as stamp and coin collection clubs,
agriculture, gardening, aromatic s, g;.mes, music, railio,
school service, social science, folk danoe clubs, and so
forth - will naturally evolve out of the original cub
activities. There is such a tremenaous opportunity for
capturing the interest of the children, that the popular-
ity of the cub-master may be envied by the other tat chers
who, of course, with a little thought and understanding of
the situation till probably rise to the occasion to help
this young, energetic soul. Tnis movemant, in the belief
of the writer, teaches tne children to be self-respecting

without self-conceit, and helps them to be, - to use the
mnemonic verse: "Trusty, loyal, helpful,
Brotherly, courteous, kind,
Obedient, smiling, txirifty,
Pure as the rustling wind", -
the last line meaning, clean and reverent.
To tne casual reader, the clubs su^'ested above
v>ill seem to be impos^iole for blind ehllrtraa to compass;
yet it can safely be said that this is not so: Blind
children are capable of managing all these group activi-
ties and interests, anu more besides.
Stamp and coin collections have lei maay children
to the study of the history of different countries; or
the library studies may h..ve led to the sump ^nd coin
collection, to the interest yna benefit of the chili.
The functions of the school should be correlated and co-
ordinated. Agriculture, gardening, dr m. tics, g; mes, and
social service clubs are all possible, just as music clubs
are possible, in a school, for the blind.
The radio is of course recognized oy all as a boon
to the blind. In countries where the radio is under govern-
mental control and where there is a children* s corner in the
dally or weekly programme of the radio station, in which
gifted children are invited to contribute, this field hai
a great educative value for children who tc.ke part and
for those who only stand and listen. It is a gre&t incen-
tive for children to form into "Radio Clubs'' ^nd prepare
%
their own programmes for attaining such an honor as to be
able to sing, play, recite, or tell a story. The littla
blind children in Calcutta nave always taken a gre i% in-
terest in such a club. The principal of a school should
always give wnolehearted support to such enterprises and
help the duos in -.yhatever way he can. The poner to
select a good item, to organize a pro^r rcme, to prepare
for a recital, to present it properly, - all these have
educative value; moreover, there- is a socializing factor
in the case of the blind chile, and this method gives good
publicity for the child as well as for the school.
COitAOS HITH SBEISQ BOYS AMD GIRLS OF
IEL BAMS ^GE AS A aOCIi.LIHiM'G FACTOR
It has been suggested in the foregoing paragraphs
that contcct between seeing rid non-string boys under the
auspices of the Cubbing activities has wholesome effects
for both groups. It is daiIrabit that mors contacts ;»ith
sighted boys should be provided ana that clubs such as
social, social service, birds, animals, flo.\ers, and so
fortn, should be organized, in which desirable sasing boys
and girls should be eneour-ged to become memcars. Ths
principal should exert his influence for such cooperation
from desirable boys ana girls in the nsignborhood, even
though tnis may me^n the incurrence of small expenditures
on the part of his school.
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It has been mentioned before that che institutions
for blina children are as I rule non-coeducational, and
therefore the boys tic not hc-.ve an opportunity to have the
normal contact with girls of the s; me age. (The main
res son for advocating this segregation is, of course, the
undesirability of intermarriage betv/een blind pupils who
have become thus acquainted before t-ciult sense of responsi-
bility laa aevelop.) It se-.ms to tne writer that reading
clubs, nature study clubs, and the like, might be organized
where girls as well as boys from the outside community might
meet *itn the biino boys under suitable condicions Bt the
school, reading to the blind boys and studying nature with
them, while the boys in their turn might entertain tneir
seeing visitors by music, stories, and so forth, .'.ith minor
difficulties adjusted, this scheme might afford unique edu-
cating influences for both groups.
PROGRAM OF CIVIC aCTIVHIES
ith the richness and the growing tendencies of
extra-curricular activities, there has been too much of
luissez-faire policy. The clubs ^nd other organizations
snould be centralized for better functioning and the prin-
cipal 3hould have oversight over the whole constitution
and continuous, functional activity on the part of the
clubs and other enterprises. Yet it should, of course, be
remembered that too much of supervision is unhealthy and
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detrimental to the growth of children, and embarrassing to
the teacher »>ho conducts the clubs. There must be a con-
structive programme. The famous spying of Mark Twain, "V/hat
is good for me might klix you, is a good mcvxim for the new,
energetic principal who is thrilled with the prospects of
extra-curricular activities. The constructive programme
cannot be bodily transplanted from one school to another.
The constructive plan of extrr.-curricuic.r activities should
gro out of the life of the school ana should recognize the
pupil as a citizen of the school. As Dewey puts it: ''There
can be no stable and balanced development of the minci and
character apart from the assumption of responsibility." The
teachers, as citizens of the school, should /holene- rtecily
take up the responsibility of uevsloping the school^ extra-
curricular activities. A civic project may be sch'e: uled
for c» period of time, depending on the scope of the project
and fr^uency of the club Meting s in vhieh certain teachers
rrijy guide. It is not unlikexy that through the cooperation
and suggestions of te.ehers, de.-3r. bie civic topics, such
as "Cooperation, respect for property, use of leisure,
punctuality
,
thi'ift, patriotism, courtesy, kin.ine^s, health,
fai* play, safety, "and so forth, mc-.y be presented.
Pupil participation in school government is often
considered to belong particularly to Junior and Senior high
school pupils J yet elementary principals are no* giving heed
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to the possibilities of developing the ideals of service,
self-help, responsibility and leadership in the elementcry
grades* The blind children in the io«ver classes of the
school have oeen doing qUlte a good deal iii their f-mily
OOttage life, participating, contributing, and deriving
benefits from doiiig Household and domestic work, cleaning
the windows, MOpplng floors, eash&dg dishes, gathering
leaves of the many deciduous trees in the ./inter around
trie e.mious, and so on. Tne laea is splendid « )i coarse,
the blind children almost always need a sighted leader;
but it seems to the writer that if the whole ousiness of
managing ana making out programme is c ftseal and the
Carrying out of it is left to the children as l group, in
each cottage, tae educative value and inter--, may he far
greater « The lighted teacher or leader ougnt to set as
an experienced companion who is willing to help whenever
help is needed. Too much fondness and helping attitude
will have a uamoering ^nd Spoiling effect ^.nd mar the
self-confidence of the blind children.
So far eg the extra-curricular field is concerned,
the mo*t favorable place to begin the development of the
pupil's participation in the govsrnment of the scnool is
in the small, relatively homogeneous group, ana therefore
the separate cottages seem to be the most fitting place
for beginning home-government. The same ideal may be
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gradually introduced In other departments of tne scnool
government . rhe principal do aeil if he will keep
track of what la feeing done in the different cott.ges and
look for an opportune moment to introduce certain aspects
of self-government in the school proper. It is always a
sound policy to let his teacneru kno.v efeat he is attempt-
ing to do, go that he toy got the deeirable support and
cooperation from the staff. They Bay not, at the start, be
willing to codperate, considering the curtailment of certain
of their po.vers; but i sensible teacher •-/ill easily yield
to the proposition, if the ultimate objects are explained to
him or her. The principal siould always take his te.ohers
intj ills confidence, if he wishes to derive the full benefit
out of the system.
3PS8 BHBIRLYgXO HmPOSS AND ?KINCIPLiiS OF
PAaTtciFAXioa m its school go?srihbm
Pupil participation has been tried in man/ ;mi:ican
and European scnools, and has led to confusion aad misunder-
standing in certain schools. The principal should pl.n out
his scheme in advance and make it kno*n and understandable
to both his teacher- and his pupils. This foresight will
save tne pupils, teachera j and the -hole school from mis-
management, confusion, disorder, aftti the d&Aagea arising out
of snobbishness cina wrun^i,/ atisuiaea responsibilities on the
part of the pupils. It should oe Drought home to the
i
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teachers that they also are citizens of the school govern-
ment, just as the children are, - except th~t the former
are experienced and well informed; but both parties should
try to contribute to the common weal. Of course, the less
formal such an attempt c .n be, the better. There should be
a gradual growth in a spirit of participation rather than
a highly developed plan from the start; but constructive
thinking is needed from the beginning. The ideals should
be well explained to the pupils. Pupil participation is
not to be confused with self-government; the pupil should
know that whatever powers the student council has are dele-
gated powers. It is a privilege to be enjoyed as a reward
for good conduct, good management, :ind healthy cooperation
with the other citizens of the school-home. An English
writer, referring to pupil participation in government, s^ys:
"Good conduct is a duty he owes less to his teacher than to
his class and himself;" and, says -another writer, "His ill-
doing is a crime against society." It is difficult for a
principal to bring home to the pupils these sound doctrines;
and perhaps he may have to face real obstacles and oDjections.
3ut if he can overcome all these, he has attained a great
achievement} and, to be sure, it will be a good thing to
live now as well as great training for the pupil's after-
life.
It must also always be remembered that children
i
are human, full of possibilities and, like other human
beings, like to share responsibility with good care and
self-satisfaction. The ideal can be achieved, if it be
approached in the right way; but if handled in a wrong
way there is every possibility of the accompanying dam-
ages of mismanaged government.
PURPOSES OF PUPIL PARTICIPATION IN
school aovsamiEiT
According to Fret well, the purposes of pupil
participation may be summarized as follows;
1. Pupil participation in government provides a
favorable opportunity for the pupil to have a definite
purpose of his own.
^. Pupil particip i tion in government tends to create
a friendly feeling between teachers ind pupils.
3. Pupil participation in government can be psycho-
logically remedial.
4. The development of a plan of pupil participation
in government is concerned with development of attitudes
in pupils, in teachers, and in administration.
5. Pupil participation in government tend.: to pro-
vide emotional satisfaction.
6. Participation in government Can nbite for in-
telligent obedience to authority.
7. Participation in government is a means of edu-
cation.
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The working of individuals in the group has been
a part of Kilpatrick's practice and philosophy. In re-
gard to the place of pupil participation in government,
in education and training in citizenship, he says, "It
is cooperative, purposeful activity in group affairs that
has perhaps most to do with building the healthy social
character, ffith its spirit of 'give and take 1 , its like-
mindelness, its tendency to purposeful welfare.". ."Wb are
not preparing boys hnd girls merely to live after a while.
'A3 expect them to live no*." - Kilpatrick . &»5»j "Educa-
tion of Adolescents for Democracy." Religious Education,
June, 191cJ.
ORGANIZATION OF K0IIIQB STAFF
An enterprise which provides a medium and affords
ample opportunity for pupil participation in th-~ government
of an elementary school for the blind is the monitor staff.
In a classroom in the lower school of the Perkins Institution,
the children themselves, under monitor system, .vith occa-
sional suggestions and help from the leader, t-ke c .re of
their own rooms, ducting the desks, mopping the floors,
arranging plants and watering them, taking care of their
diminutive aquarium, rearranging their small museums, run-
ning errands, and so on. The classroom has become part and
parcel of their own possessions. There is every possibility
that these children may be able to transfer the s^me quali-
ties in taking care of their own and school property in
i
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larger ways. No doubt, this system has an immediate
educative value.
No adequate provision has yet been m~de to educ te
the blina children of low mentality, though the .jnerican
educators of the blind have been thinking about it for a
long while. It seems that these unfortunate cnildren may
be able to derive benefit by learning to do something in
this type of monitorial system, running on simple errands
and doing little odd jobs. They frill have the satisfac-
tion of contriDuting. Ho* far tnis is possible remains
to be seen and depends upon the findings of experiment.
The principalis attention should be directed earnestly to
such possibilities.
Temperature reading for the schoolroom, - which the
blind children do by me^ns of a special thermometer emuossed
with braille signs, - keeping the daily chart, attention to
emergency and fire-arill detail, m^y all be developed through
this system; ana the blind children, just as their seeing
friends, seem to enjoy all this as "fun" and are at the same
time acquiring useful and valuable instruction and experience.
Developing proper teacher attitude toward pupil
helpers cannot be overemphasized, ana the supervision of
pupil nelpero by faculty i^ a necessity which also must not
be neglected. Co-ordination of pupil participation with
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administrative policy demands skill and foresight on the
part of the principal. Careful nomination or influencing
suggestions for the election of pupil officers 3hould be
made, so th-t the administrative office may be able to
keep the dignity desir^Dle for the good of all. These
nominated and elected pupil-officers should be responsi-
ble, self-respecting, unassuming, honest, truthful, ^uick,
and resourceful leaders in the making.
RECREATIONAL ACTIVITIES
The famous Helen Keller, .merica's blind and deaf
philosopher, has remarked: "The heaviest burden of the
blind is not blindness but idleness." The blind child
needs opportunities to Keep his :,hand, head ^.nd he^rt"
busy. Let him have plenty to do according to nis special
interests and initiative, but let him have a chance to keeo
busy all the same. "'The idle mind is the Devil *s workshop"
is as true to the seeing child as it is to his non-s Being
friend.
THb APPRECIATION OF MUSIC
There has been made the very sound criticism that
music is taught to the blind more from the producer f s than
the consumer's point of view. Only a limited few can aspire
to contribute in this field, whereas a greater proportion
can enjoy and appreciate music. The blind child needs such
opportunities to develop the s^nse of appreciation in good
music. It is the business of the principal to provide for
«
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radios or other occasional music recitals, concarts, solos
and so forth, so that the child may learn from the very
days of childhood to incite worthy use of his leisure hours.
IfulLPING nhOUND TWt HOUSE
Another criticism has been offered re b^rding the
extra-curricular activities in schools for the seeing, as
well as for the non-seeing, that children engage In projects
and activities which tney will never have an opportunity
to resume after they leave their school. Children therefore
should be encouraged to do those things which will be of
permanent value as long as they live. They should, for in-
stance, be encouraged to oe helpful in and around txaeir
homes, doing tne little odd jobs that a "handy man about
the house" must always do, and so forth. The blind boys
in the Perkins Institution have ample chance of making
themselves generally adept in these lesser skills, in
their Cottage Family life.
VISITS AND EXCURSIONS
The educative value of visits by blind children to
museums, zoological and botanical gardens and so forth is
very great. No school museum can be adequate for all these
special needs of the young blind; so that in spite of large
and varied "teaching museums" in special schools, regular
arrangements should be made with outside museum authorities
who usually respond very willingly to a request that such
1
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visits be allowed. Systematic plans should be mr.de for such
undertakings. Lessons should be planned ahead, and specially
experienced and understanding teachers chosen to go with the
boys, since handling and examining materials in the museum
may start questions and interest t. ramifying into many and
varied branches of study. Proper c:.re should be taken in
guiding the children to handle the objects in the museum,
since it is & rare privilege to these blind children to
be allowed to feel and touch these objects. The children
should be made to understand such grave responsibility
and privilege. Reports of each visit should be noted do-vn
so that the next visit may be coordinated with the one
before.
A criticism may be made that if such h<_rd and fast
procedure is followed, the visits lose in their importance
and interest for the children as an extra-curricular activi-
ty. But experience with blind boys of the Calcutta school
has shown that this is not so; rather, they enjoy the order-
liness of the procedure, since it does not take them long
to find that they can le.-rn mora by this method. Such dis-
cipline is in itself educative. The boys learn ho a to be
accommodating to each other in their everyday life.
The blind children get much from their visits to
zoological parks and botanical gardens, if the visits are
planned and carried through with care and thought. All

that has been said in regard to visits to museums is true
her 3 also, in addition to the delight taken in living ob-
jects by these very much alive young human beings.
The teacher of the blind should not forget that a
blind child is a normal ehild except in regard to his physi-
cal sight. He has, therefore, a right to enjoy excursions
and picnics and he must be kept constantly in touch Tvith
the present advancement or any innovation that is welcomed
or introduced in the city. If a battleship comes into port
or a circus comes to to.n, "he blind child should be given
a chance to acquaint himself *ith the ne< f int3rest. He
enjoys it, studies it, and gathers nearly as much informa-
tion as a seeing child, - sometimes more. Excursions, pic-
nics, and parties are gre at hobbies ;<it_d blind children.
They enjoy nature, the breezes, the fragrance of the meadovr,
and they relish the fun just like their sighted friends.
PROGRAMME OF SCHOOL-LIFE-nCTIVITI&3 MUST
BE INCLUSIVE AND INTERRELATED
The main types of extra-curricular activities .vhich
may be profitably utilized by the principal of an elementary
school for the blind have been enumerated and discussed
under the three main heads: Jocial-clvis, special interests,
and recreational activities. The problem of the principal
is hOvv to organize ana -laminister the types of ictivities
mentioned, in ordtr tnat they may function as economical,
efficient, beneficial, and creative forces in the socializa-
tion of elementary pupils in schools for the blind. The
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administrative procedure ^ill v^ry with the inaiviciual
pupil. One may need the social-civic experiences, the
other may need more of recreational activities; for ex-
ample, the residential pupils | the majority of whom come
from 'vhat is called the economic frin; e of .society, may
need more of the social-civic development, whereas the
very fe^ day-scholars that the school may have, who are
economically more fortunate but often physically less
adaptable, may need more of health and recreation super-
vision and activities. A third type of student may need
all the three activities. The principal's business is
to see that the individual differences and needs in extra-
curricular activity are recognized ^nd that all pupils are
included in the effective and comprshensive programme of
socialization througn the school-life-activities.
ACTIVITIES A3 INTEGRATING AGENCIES
It will be noticed that in the preceding paragraphs
more stress has been laid upon the Individu.lizing functions
of the extra-curricular programme; but certain activities of
the school may be profitably utilized to great advantage by
the principal of an elementary school in providing integrating
experiences for pupils, - such as those having to do .vith
individual cottages or residences, assemblies, community or
national festivities, the school library, the school savings
bank, and the school nev.spaper.

(a) Individual cottages, or nouses.— Programmes
to celebrate the founders, the community or national lead-
ers, or other festivities may be suitably organised in a
house or cottage through the r/hole-he arted cooperation of
the resident pupils and teachers.
(b) The school assembly.— The elementary school
for the blind has lagged behind in respect to fetal use of
assembly. Their bi~^er brothers in the high school have
been more fortunate in this respect. Schools for the
blind have always had excellent accommodations for assem-
blies, gymnasium, common room, etc., but very little use
is made of the assembly hall in the elementary school,
except on special occ sions. The "Titer is cognizant of
the difficulties of class movement of blind children, but
he does not feel like yielding to such inconveniences when
with proper supervision by partially sighted boy3 and their
seeing teachers such assembly-gathering may be mad: possi-
ble to great advantage.
The assembly is the "town-meeting" of the schools.
The exercises have a socializing influence and a moral and
healthful significance. The statement has frequently been
made by some educators that educational theory is ten or
twenty ye^rs ahead of practice. It is not true regarding
the progress made by the assembly. The chapel has changed
into assemblies.
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The assembly is a nafii of forming intelligent pub-
lic opinion. -Since all people, ana especially the young,
are greatly influenced by the approval or disapproval of
their fallows* the p:.rticip?ition of the *hole school, teach-
ers and pupils, in a conscious effort to form intelligent
public opinion is of great importance in educating citizens
of the school. There is even, in some gre it celebration,
place for great emotional and intellectual exaltation. The
blind children should not mis.; this from their range of ex-
perience. The ooys can form into council with the coopera-
tion of their teacher:;, and get up interesting programmes
for the assembly meetings. The boys in the kindergarten
like to watch their bigger brothers perform something on the
stage, and these elder boys in their turn like to v/.tch the
little heroes in their height of dr m tic or other ability.
The assembly can serve to widen and deepen the interests of
the pupils, help in the integration of the school, developing
appreciations and the ability to see tne other person 1 s point
of view. The principal c^n take advantage of the assembly in
miking announcements, giving reports of committees, -nd fur-
thering other administrative routine. Special days and festivals
may be celebrated under the auspices of the asseinoly. The
principal and the teachers should keep themselves as much in
the background as is consistent with the effective management
of the assembly period, to give an educational opportunity
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to the children. The schools for the blind have not been
fortunate in having parent-teacher associations, for finan-
cial and geographical reasons, sines the pupils are drawn
from more or less distant parts of the country. On special
days, or for festivity programmes, the parents and guardians
of the children m^y be invited to come, whin they m^y De
able to see their own boys at work and realize their educa-
tional proQlems and needs, so that they may better understand
their own children and help them to help themselves during
their stay at home in vacation periods. The over-fond par-
ents, ignorant of the ways of taking care of blind children,
almost always run a risk of spoiling and pampering them by
not allowing them to do what they really can and should do.
The assembly, incidentally, nuy have a chance of articulating
the efforts of the school and the parents or guardians In
guiding the children. The assembl; Is a means of exploring
various phases of school life.
(c) The school library. — The school libraries for
the sighted are better equipped and art furnished with many
mor3 books than are those for the blind. Yet, whatever the
resources there may be in the library, it may be advanta-
geously utilized by the principal for vitalizing school-
life-activities and serve as the medium through which social-
civic, special and recreational interests may be adjusted to
the schoolroom. The school library may be the center for
4
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constant and fruitful cultivation of eittr^-curricul^r In-
terests through stimulating recreational reading* A ^ar-
ticular interest m^y ramify into several och^r interests.
(d) The school savings battk* — fais project in-
culcates in the minds of the pupils tarift and a xaotive
for saving, not to Bptak of the accompanying educative
valaes in tne details of simple procedure in banking*
In some scnools for t:i- blind the cnildren are expected
to go through the procedure of tne rognla* banking office
which is in itself broadening and educative. Thd clerk
in the administration office spares certain no ars of Lne
wee* to start a ne,» account, to naka deposits, ./ithdrawals,
and so on, for do/s of tne school. ,,nen carrying out such a
project, it should be m_.de clear to tne ooys that s^/Ing,
for its own saice, is not a cesiracle end. Th_r=! should be
a worthy purpose for saving. Jiving for future education,
or for social-civic, special or recreational purpose^, is
to be encouraged. <nen the pupil saves for a worthy purpose
rather than spending the money unwisely and impulsively,
or for undesir.ble purposes, then tne social functionsof
the school savings Dank bafg been realized.
The project of the school savings bank should be
carefully planned. The teachers, the principal, and the
maxiaging clerk should cherish a wholehearted cooperation
with the boys in this purpose.
•t
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(e) The school newspaper*— Tns ionool na>spaper
is an activity, v/hen effectively employed, whicri may pre-
pare che grouna Tor further extrc.-currlcuiar ..oti/ities
and Bay unify the school as ft wnole. There is a neeo. for
constructive policy, if this project is to be carried on
effectively. The children should be encouraged to con-
tribute to othsr children's papers. The urge to ..rite
aad to tptak vvell come,; irom having something to Say, So,
uefore putting ciny tiling ±n ..riting, the enild should be
taught to thinK it through ana to organize what he vvants
to express, The habit of scribbling should be discouraged.
The school magazine affords educational opportuni-
ties to the school as a whole by interpreting the school
to itself and 0/ interpeting the school to che public.
Rumor ana gossip gro.v out of fractional kno.vl«age ana mis-
unier standing
. The editor's column ci,n kte^ thi scnool
and the puoiic *veli informed of ics current ne.,s and de-
velopments. The school paper provides educational oppor-
tunities for the pupils cil^o, insofar as they learn to
write, !•! rn to =.ct as intsllig nt citizens and learn how
to read newspapers, kiso huff says, "The man Vvho culti-
vates the garden gets not only garden products, he grovs
in nealth c.nd strength, 00 tao school journalist develops
ingenuity, individuality, self-control, personality, -
moreover, strength of cnar,cter."
•t
What will the school newspaper publish? There has
been a false notion regarding publisning the school paper.
It has always published the stereotyped news nbout sports,
athletics, recreational activities, and so forth, but it has
been found that patrons of school newspapers prefer such
school topics in the paper as "pupil-progress and acnievement,
methods of instruction, health of pupils, courses of study
and humorous items to other topics of local news." The
chances are that this will be more so in a school paper for
blind children. The patrons will be more interested in
their achievements, methods of study and instruction, the
health of pupils and courses of study when narrated by the
children themselves. The parents and guardians of pupils
may find materials of interest to them.
If the blind children intend to start a school paper,
probably there will not be many financial difficulties,
since charitably-minded patrons may be willing to help them.
But it is the duty of the principal to s..ve the children
from taking doles of this kind, save them from the tradi-
tional reproach of the term, "begging by the blind." It is
the business of the principal to help them to depend upon
their own resources. Nearly every school has a stereotyping
machine. Let the pupils emboss their own magazines or take
advantage of the school's stereotyping machine or printing-
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press. A few copies of the paper may be mimeographed and
distributed amongst the interested subscribers. The pupils
will surely enjoy this, and will thus be self-respecting
instead of depending upon charity.
THE EXPLORATORY FUNCTION OF THE EXTRA-
CURRICULAR ACTIVITIES
That the extra-curricular activities have explora-
tory functions cannot be denied. h t the principal or
the teachers cannot find about them the pupils can, be-
cause of their mutual contacts. They know what a fellow-
pupil is good for. They learn to respect each other for
the qualities they possess. This is an education in itself.
Recognition of leadership, respect for the other fellow's
qualities and regard for the other fellow's vie as aro the
beginnings of the realization of democracy or of any other
good form of government. If the children have learned these
great things, they have begun to explore themselves. It
seems to be a good plan to keep a record of these evalua-
tions which the boys make of one another. The principal or
the guidance worker may not necessarily follow or be biased
by any such incomplete estimation; but it helps the pupils
to realize tne responsibility they owe to each other. This
procedure is in itself a form of civic guidance.
««
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VOCx-.II0N^ij EXPI*QRAtIQS BY MEANS OF
SCHOOL-LIFE-ACTIVITIiS
In practically all residential schools for the
blind, vocational exploratory experiences are within the
reach of boys through extra-curricular or school-life-
activities, such as a school paper, dramatics, music or
debating societies, work in the school cottage or hostel
and clubs of various sorts.
Scarcely ever is the try-out purpose prominent or
even present in the minds of the organizers of these activi-
ties. But this purpose is nevertheless served by these
activities for many a high school boy and girl. The most
advanced among these schools is the Washington Junior High
School, Rochester, Ne.v York, which has more than fifty clubs.
A few quotations from a bulletin entitled "Clubs", published
by the school, are given below:
"The club system aims to provide for every kind of
activity. For some children it is interest In wireless; for
many, browsing around a book shelf or collecting stamps; for
others, exchanging bits of camp lore; for still others, ex-
cursions into the woods for birds or flowers. After three
years it is difficult to conceive of a Doy or girl who has
not developed an enthusiasm for some hobby.
"Clubs are intrinsically avoc^tional, distinct in
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spirit from ordinary school work. But in many instances
they offer further field for exploration and become voca-
tional. Mors than one boy has caught a vision that revolu-
tionized his plans for life work. Often a latent talent
whosyexistence might never have been detected is brought to
light. A lad, who intended to leave school at the end of
the eighth grade, spent one term in tne Landscape Gardening
Club and thereupon planned for high school; another of sup-
posedly ordinary ability, exhibited through the Pottery
Club an apparent native skill in sculpturing.
"Since the corner stone of the Junior high school is
justice for the individual, every student must be given an
equal chance adapted to his abilities and aptitudes. In the
club this doctrine of individual justice is emphasized. The
students themselves elect a club in accordance with their
own ideas, each one choosing the thing he likes best. 'And
no one shall worK for money, and no one shall work for fame,
but each for the joy of the working... 1
"School clubs in some ways resemble the informal edu-
cation of old Greece //here the master was one with his pupils
who clustered about him in small groups and, with a common
interest at heart, developed wisdom c.nd character. The mod-
ern ideal, however, is not limited in its scope, but embraces
all activities of life. On Friday morning from eleven to
eleven-fifty, Washington Junior Righ School presents the
i
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unicue picture of eighteen hundred boys and girls engaged
in the pursuit of happiness, each in his own ray*"
JpJED FOR DISCOVERING ABILITIES
One oX the m^in difficulties met vvith in the proper
utilization of student activities for try-out purposes is
that little, if any, systematic attempt is made to hunt out
students who have ability. It is left largely to chance,
-tudents often join club because of che personality of
the sponsor and not because of their o.'.n interest in the
activity represented by the club. There Is also little
attempt, as has been pointed out before, to make record of
individual interests and abilities, revealed by participa-
tion in the various clubs.
In vie»v of the f^ct that sponsors of clubs or
teachers have befcter understanding ^nd knowledge of their
pupils in residential schools for the blind, the school-life-
activities present a greater probability of success as try-
out or vocational exploration.
NEED FOR oOCI^L guidance
Social guidance is considered here in its narrower
sense, - guidance in connection witn the individual^ rela-
tions with other people. This, again, is not a separate
thing in itself but is inseparably connected with school-
life-activities. The greater part of one*s life is concerned
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directly with other people, and individual success and hap-
piness are dependent in l^rge measure upon the way in which
one gets along with others. Individuals differ by nature
very greatly in tneir capacity tc adapt themselves to social
situations. Some adapt themselves very easily; for others it
is extremely difficult; for all it is a matter of training,
iivery one needs guidance in social adjustment, no matter
from what sort of home he may come or how he has been endowed
by nature. In educating and guiding blind children, this
point of view cannot be over-emphasized.
It is a mist -.Ken iaea that ways of living for the
blind are different from those of the ordinary human being.
The blind have the same intellect, the same feelings, and
practically the same structure of the body as the seeing,
and they are always anxious to be familiar with the amenities
of social life. The task of training blind children in the
niceties of social life is made more difficult in many in-
stances through the fault of the p.^rents, guardians, or friends
and even teachers who set too low a standard and overlook
many breaches of good manners on the part of these handicapped
children. Young people .'.ho are not blind h*ve points in
social training enforced again and again; but the s .me points
are often overlooked »\hen the "young beginner" is blind. The
injustice of this attitude is tn^ more regrettable because
it usually arises from the best and most benevolent motives.
<
Blindness ought not tc be a& excuse. The blind should in
every possible way be put on an tqttal footing with the see-
ing and inciividuai care should, be taken, : lvays keeping in
vie?: the fact th^t the sightless lac* the opportunity to
modify their instinctive behaviour through imitation of the
observed conduct of thos_, arouna them. So the blind should
be " taught ^na told", in specific dec. il, .viid tangible
demonstration ana guidance where this is needed.
Good manners, a pleasant address, aad • prepossessing
appearance, - everytning which helps to midie a f.vor..ble im-
pression upon others, - is of even greater v^lue to the blind
than to the seeing. The re^l aDility, industry, ~nd moral
vtorth of I person is often misjudged because of his or her
bad manners, or even because of poor posture or gait; hence
the first impressions, created by him or her, are unfavorable.
Manners are to a great extent the outward expression of the
heart within. Good maimers give to the blind & consciousness
of self-respect, ana bad manners the reverse. Good manners
help to remove the barriers between the blind and the seeing,
whereas bad maimers tend to isolation of ths- blind individual,
Unpleesing social behaviour on the part of i single blind
man or woman or child tends to arouse in sseing people around
him or her a feeling of pity or even of open repugnance, -
thus discrediting ''the blind" as a class. For this reason
«i
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c-reful attention should be directed to the correction of
bad manners and the fostering of pleasing social behaviour
in young blind boys and girls.
Naturally, many olind persons walk timidly una with
hands outstretched
.
^wkw^rdnsss in diking is often due to
the tendency to drag the feet, to raise the feet too high
for fe^r of obstacles, or to a flat-footed gait. One who is
enaoived with only partial sight has a tendency to stoop, so
that he may see the track he is follov.ing. To remedy these
defects of gait in blind or partially seeing children, their
teachers should study the individual habits of each child,
walking with him hand-in-hand, and discoverin6 the causes of
the special deviations from proper posture and gait. Tactful
measures should De taken to help the child re. lize his
speci-1 difficulties and enlist his interest and intelligence
in correcting faulty habits. Plenty of physical training to
exercise the muscles of the legs ana help balance movement
is a good measuri to improve these defects of galti
To nuke walking more easy to the blind, they should
be taught to recognize landmarks end turns in their walks.
f,uch landmarks and turns should be of a type to avoid injury
to the feet and to keep alert the 3ense of touch.
SPEECH
Coming to the consideration of faulty speech in a
blind child, w* face another re«l difficulty. This diffi-
culty arises from the natural failure to copy facial
i
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expression*. Besides tnis handicap, another fault on the part
of the gU&*dia& in sfeavge .u-.kes the correction more diffi-
cult. Sometime^, one child m../ h^jjen to be very talkative,
«vhile another ii very reserved and does not spe^k unless he
is spoken to. She former shoui 1 not be over-praised t nd
over-estimated, and at the same time the latter should not
be discouraged. Rather j an effort should be made to encour-
age him to speak. Over-praise and over-estimation fosters
a tendency to self-conceit, and at the same time lack of
encour, gement produces the spirit of depression.
The hardest fault* to overcome are those mannerisms
which are peculiar to some blind children. These arise from
the children 1 s inability to notice and imitate the conduct
of others, JUSA from the failur: of oheir friends or guardi-
ans to correct their awkward carriage or movements. We have
noted thai some children have the tendency to poke their
fingers in their eyes or to rub them, satisfying the so-c;.lled
'•light hunger," to move their heads back and forth, to sway
or rock „hen standing or sitting, to c per ;.bout, to grimace
with different facial contortions, and so forth. The semi-
olind child often keeps his eyes awkwardly in a particular
position, so that bile r.ys of light may strike that part of
the eyeball which is not oefective. These are certainly not
indications of activity on the part of the individual child
deprived of sight. Such misdirected energy should not be
«
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praised, of course; yet at the same time one should not be
too hard on the blind child, al /a y s Bagging him for such
"blindi3m3' , of behaviour. 3oth extremes are equally had
for the child who is thus doubly handicapped. The teacher
should try to re^ lize the difficulty and special need of
each little blind individual, am initi. te measures for
relief according to the individual sttu-tion.
The blind child should neither be too much v;aited
upon, nor should he be left too much to himself. Lost of
the defects or mannerisms can be remedied by proper fleeting,
an attempt for upright carriage, <:nd suitable physical ex-
ercises. In dealing with the senior pupils, carection must
be very tactful, and one should appeal to their self-respect
,
pride and aspirations. Thcr should always be led to feel the
possibilities of bright future, if thsy can move ..ith free-
dom.
CLa;JiLINt£SS
Cle nliness in person .nd dress is conducive to good
health and helps to produce -j favorable impression on those
v;ith sight. A particular set of rules laid down by teachers
for improving the taste of the children in matters of cloth-
ing and speaking is of no real value. It would, be advisable
to arrange for practical demonstrations, friendly intercourse
and informal talk between the blind and the seeing. Some one
has remarked, "The more informal the suggestion is, the
«
7greater chance of naturalness resulting . > .'hen friendly
looks cannot be seen, tactful means should be adopted.
There should be cultivated in the blind an appreciation of
the importance of pleasing the eyes of those who see. They
should avoid any possible occasion of arousing repilsion
and distaste. In case the eyes are disfigured the teacher
should suggest the use of dark glasses. Blind children,
more even than ordinary children, must be required and
helped to keep their h^nds and faces, teeth and nails and
hair scrupulously clean.
It is noticed occasionally that there is a tendency
amongst the blind pupils to be selfish. To remedy this de-
fect, they should be safeguarded from too much attendance.
They should be encouraged to do ail that they cj.u do them-
selves. Training should be given to develop the instincts
of self-help and to overcome the spirit of selfishness. The
result of this defect is often self-absorption. To counter-
act such a tendency, an interest should be cre-ted in some-
thing besides the cnild's own personal affairs* The keeping
of pets, or the responsibility of a senior pupil for a junior
pupil is undoubtedly one of the most satisfactory me.,ns for
superseding these self-centered tendencies.
In churches or temples, blind persons should be
trained not to seem too mechanical; rather, feelings of sin-
cere devotion should be cultivated. The children should be
•
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directed unobtrusively to their oropar seats, having boen
instructed beforehand as to the forms of worship, - ;hen to
stand or sit or kneel, and so forth. .'hen posjible, the
children shoull be orovided with their *WB br-.ille books
for use in the service.
Judging from what has been s -id and considering the
success that blind persons have attained, one becomes con-
fident of the possibilities for biini children. The only
tning they need is proper training. It saould be impressed
upon them that wherever there is any f^ult, misconduct or
awkwardness on the part of blina individual, all blind
persons as a class are thereby discredited. The children
shoula also be mindful of the fact that courteous behaviour
and good conduct consistently practiced is favorable for
future success and h^pniness.
GUIDING THE STUDENT IN THE CHOICE
OF SCH00Ir~LlFS-%fcCTX7XTXS8
A short study was made of thirty-six boys in the
lower scnool of Perkins Institution ana Massachusetts School
for the Blind. The writer realizes that no gener. liz^tlons
may be drawn from so small a group of children; but the find-
ings inaicate a tendency which almost parallels the study,
made by Towell^, tnat the proportion participating was
greatest among students from better homes. Given below are
1 row*11j J. F., The cocial and Educational Justus of the
pupils in a Residential Suburaan Community , School
Review, XXXVII, 43-53 (January, 1983)
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two gfcipiiic representations, showing some amount or correla-
tion betweexi che rating in social o^cKground or nome environ-
ment and rating in par ticip^tion in scnocl-life--.ctivic.ies.
figure IV sho«s ft correlation fcecvoen tne rating in partici-
pation in schooi-life-ac civities and educational achieve-
ments in order to prove that participation does not hamper
progress in the other academic or ^caooi subjects.
For a critical stud/, a full dic.gr.aa .vith details is
attached with the graphic rapr Mentation, fne details are
claimed to be valid since they were prepared after consulta-
tion witn the head teachers of tho d>~p~.rtinenc-3, who m_y be
supposes to kno« the cailaren v^ry closely. It 'ill oe acted
txiat the findings in Figure IV t^ily vith the vie..s of tne
teachers that p^r cleipcition in ocuo->l-lif e-..c civities does
not interfere with progress in academinc suojects.
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TABLE V. - COMPARATIVE STUDY OF SCHOOL SUCCESS AMD
PARTICIPATION IN SCHOOL-LIFE-^CIIVITI^
WITH OTHER CONSIDERATIONS
PERKINS INSTITUTION HMD MASSACHUSETTS
SCHOOL FOR THE BLIND
INITIALS SOCIAL
!
EDUCA-
t 1
' SCHOOL-LIFE HIND-
OF BOY BaCK-
!
Iv
t
TIONaL PARTICIPA- SIGHT RANCE 1 HELP
GROUND j ACHVMT TION
1. D.G. Good .118
1
V.G. Very good
i
| Usable
1
No Yes
84 D.B. Fair 69
1
Good Good
1
Usable No Yes
3. J.B. Fair 99 Fair Fair Usable No Yes
4.
j
R.P. Good 99 V.G. V.G. None No Yes
5. E.H. Good 77 Poor Good Usable No Yes
!
{2 1b.j G.Z. talr
1
100 Poor Fair
1
None
|
No Yes
7.i L.N. Poor 79. Fair Good Usable No Yes
J.S. Poor 81:
j
Poor Poor USciDl^ No Yes
9. I.McL. Good
j
116
j
V.G. Very Good Usable No Yes
10
.j F.C. Good 1
1
108
1
Good Good Usably
I
No Yes
u. R.S. Good j 119! V.G. Ver/ Good sable No Yes
1 i12.1
1
J.M. Good 133 Supe- Superior None No Yes
1 rior i
JLo •! t n Fair
j
m Supe- Superior None ! XT _No Yes
1 rior
uJ A.C. Good j V.G. Superior aiadowa; No Yes
15 J W.E. Good 1*9! V.G. Superior Consul No Yes
erabl^ 1
16 .i D.M. Good « 114
j
Good Good Usably
1
No Yes
17 J C.S. Fair 81; Fair Superior
j
Trace 1
!
No Yes
18 J A. A. Good
|
94; Good Superior
j
1
None i No Yes
19 J A. A. Good | 110! V.G. Good Consid- No Yes
| 1 1
1
i
erable
T

TABLE V. Continued
!
INITIAL
OF BOX
! SOCIaLi
BACK-
|
|
ground!
I*
EDUCa-
TIONAL
,
aCHVMT
oCHOOij-LIFE
P^RI'ICIPaTIQN
1 k
t
SIffiHT B
(
.IND-
laNCE EELP
80. J.C.
1
1
IGood 137 Supe- Superior
|
Consld-f
i
1
1
rior erable
J
No Yes
pi T M
«J . Jul. i rail
!
95 Good pair iWaCLOWS;
1
xe s
F.F. jV.G. 116 j Supe- ouperior bmall
j
No Yes
:
« rior Amount'
(JO . - uOOU i 83 Good ouperior TD y-i n ^ ri 1* !necaiiu| No ies
\ Loss <
24. B.T. « Fair
i
84 Fair Fair Usable}
i
j
No Yes
i
114 V.G. Very Gooa None i ISO le s
J.H.
«
, Fair j 111 Fair Good Border- No Yes
1 j ; line
87. K.M. Good *
1
105 Good Good Trace
j
No Yes
&o
. ^ • .D. 188 Supe-
;
ouperior None j i\0 ies
! rior
^ Q r . v . • V CrV .Lr.
1
113 Good [ Fair None \ 140 ies
oU
.
3«A« Fair 93 Fair | Good wonsid- \ No Yes
[
I i arable'
31. F.B. Poor 89
1
Poor ' Poor None
j
No Yes
S8i L.W. V.G. 7 k. Poor Poor Small No Yes
Amount :
33. V.J. Fair 85 Poor Fair : Consid-
j
No Yes
erable'
34. N.B. Poor ; 74 Poor Poor None [ No Yes
35. i.e. Fair
j
66 Poor
| Poor Usable
j
No Yes
06. P.G. Fair !
i
78
,
Fair
I
Good Usable;
i
No Yes
Vft
I
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It may also be noted from the facts and figures given
in the diagram that those who are partially sighted are more
helpful and cooperative in cottage or scnool life.
This short study brings out three problems which
need investigation and guidance:
First, reasonable participation has been found not
to interfere with class work, and well-administered school-
life-activities are conceded to possess educative v^lue;
Second, activities should be so organized that stu-
dents from all social levels will find them interesting. It
will denote failure if the pupils who come from the economic
fringe of society or irorn poor homes do not find interests
as vital as the rest of the pupils find;
Third, the partially sighted pupils should not be
penalized for whatever sight is left to them by having to
bear extra burdens for their more unfortunate friends in
years of considerable strain, especially as, by doing so,
tney are depriving their totally blind comrades of their
own initiative and activity. Helpfulness, self-help, and
coOper^tiveness are qualities v.hich should be fostered
equally well in the lives of the totally blind as in the
lives of those with limited vision.
EXTRa-CURRICULaR FXKAKCE
The school-life-activity programme holds such an im-
portant place in the education of the blind children that,
in the opinion of the writer, the total financial support
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should be maintained from the general school fund. If that
is impossible, a regular account should oe kept for such
projects in cooperation with the central administrative
office.
DIFFICULTY OF t&ACHBRS IB DIRECTING EXTRA-
CURRICULAR ACTIVITIES
It will be noticed that the problems of extra-
curricular activities have been approachea from the admin-
istrative point of view, and that the writer has made an
attempt to refr..in from the discussion of details. The
first and foremost question which presents itself after this
brief discussion is: What can a teacher of the blind in the
elementary grades do, when the principal is not a believer
in extra-curricular activities? It is very likely that a
principal in such a special school will not be of th.t type.
But if he is, the teacher can still do something with her
class-children aa long as most of the elementary grades are
not departmentalized.
Another difficulty is th^t when everything is favor-
able, - attitude of teacher, principal and pupils dike, -
what ean the teacher do when the number of the children is
so limited? This presents a real difficulty. The programme
cannot be so comprehensive //hen the number of children is
very small; but it is true, then, that more individual dif-
ferences and needs may be recognized in the ^arainlstr_tion
of the extra-curricular activities.
•
THE TRAINING OF TEACHERS FOR THE
EXI'Ra-CURRICULAR kQXXfXTtSB
If such an extensive school-life-activlty programme
is planned, it is desirable that teacners should be well
trained in informal contacts with pupils, in supervising
play, athletics, social activities, dramatics, music organ-
izations, pupil public^ cions, pupils' forensic activities,
excursions, assembles, drives and campaigns, and in super-
vising other pupil organizations and special programmes.
Since every teacher is required to direct some form of
extra-curricular activities in a school for the blind,
training for direction of such activities is of course
important
.
It is a well-admitted fact that the training for th
direction of extra-curricular activity is not yet very well
organized. Yet four types of twining are provided for, in
teachers* colleges or in universities: (l) Courses in the
theory of extra-curricular activities; systematic train-
ing in certain fields; (,5) participation in student activi-
ties; and (4) practice in directing extra-curricular activi-
ties . Teachers of the blini should be encouraged to take
these courses. hen hiring a ne» texcher, the principal
should make sure that the newly appointed teacher, together
with her general qualifications, has recti interest in one
of the fields of extra-curricular activities.
t%
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MCRaL guidance
Morality does not go alonej it walks hand-in-h^nd
with the other attitudes of life, - social, civic, cultural,
and so forth. All that has been discussed in this chapter
is part and parcel of moral guidance. There is an insep-
arable relationship between moral guidance and other phases,
morality is vital, but it does not h^ve a separate existence
in itself. It is merged in all the good things of life.
Morality has inseparable relationship »/ith vocational suc-
cess. It is a noticeable fact that in business a very small
percentage of people are "fired" for inefficiency, as com-
pared with people ttho are discharged for carelessness, non-
coiJperation, laziness, lack of initiative, and so forth.
Schools for the blind should not turn out pupils who
will not be accepted, or who will be disliked or dismissed
for the lack of fine moral qualities. Other things being
equal, success or satisfaction in life hinges on the moral
status of the individual. Dissatisfaction that leads to
initiative or //hole some activity is a good sign of active
life; but dissatisfaction that prompts obstinacy, irrespon-
sibility, and wantonness is deadening. There are gloomy
moments in the lif j of a blind child, when he needs guidance
indeed. For the child who has lost his sight in later ye^rs,
adjustment to the altered conditions ia the main thing in
his education. /.'hen this is accomplished, other attainments
•
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follow automatically. Save the child from his drooping
spirit, the rest can be done later on. Try to m^ke him a
normal child. Save him if you cm from the development of
an inferiority complex.
It must not be forgotten that a iilind child is a
normal child except in respect to his physical signt. He
has the same instincts, feelings ana vvishes which a seeing
adolescent child has. Every good or evil that ft sighted
adolescent child can compass will have to be faced by each
blind child of the s-me age. He has his "crushes 11 and his
"friendships"; he has pitfalls as well as the aspirations
of chivalry. lie needs guidance and help here. He wants to
confide and get out of the perplexing mysteries of his age.
Schools for the blina are in many instances behind
the schools for the sighted in educating the child in the
mysteries of his Own life. Sex-education, although a hard
problem, should be a part of the child's life. If not en-
lightened judiciously, he will anyway find out something from
his comrades. In that case the chances are that this may be
perverted knowledge. The writer aoes not necessarily mean
that a separate suoject, "sex-education", should be included
in the curriculum. All that he means is that, as opportuni-
ties arise in differsnt studies, the biological and ethical
aspects of sex should be explained as naturally and intelli-
gently as possible. Personal sexual problems are best met

as the need arises, througn wise foresight and counsel.
In fact, '^counseling on sex matters is obviously the best
solution for the much-advertised problem of giving sex
knowledge." The question ought neither to be taboo nor
too much mooted; the meaium clearly is private counseling
and guidance.
Sometimes the school for the blind may have several
young men, gro.du^ting frum the topmost classes. Sex-educa-
tion as a subject may well be taught to them. In this con-
nection it would be a goou idea to familiarize these young
blind men with the study of the heredity of the eye, stress-
ing the fact that hereditary blindness can be eliminated
from the world in three generations, if those suffering
from such hereditary Causes of blindness will intelligently
cooperate with the modern findings of the eminent ophthalmol-
ogists, biologists, ana experts in genetics.
There is such a tiling as school tone. It is by no
means identical with school discipline. Tone has more in-
fluence on discipline than mere discipline has on tone.
Matthew Arnold has rightly remarked that conduct is three-
fourths of life. By the organization of a sound system of
moral education throughout the school, the earnest principal
can vastly improve the school tone. /-iuhout good tone,
sound and earnest moral education Is impossible. Moral in-
struction may be organized on a religious basis and, when
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this is impossible, on a direct fioral teaching basis, or,
hen tnis is of doubtful utility, on cxii indirect moral
teaching oasis.
SUMMARY
fcchool-life-dCLivity is not a ne .• term with schools
for the biinu, since these have been laying emphasis on both
the formal and the informal sides of education. Sociali-
zation is one of the chief objects of the eauc-tion of tne
blina. jo the extra-curricular activities should bs more
systematized, mor~ constructive, uiid mors comprehensive.
The social-civic, special and recreational functions of the
school-life-activities should be administered for, c.nd be
proportioned to, the individual differences and needs of the
children. The individualizing anu the integrating aims of
such a progr amme should dike be duhsreu to. The principal,
the teachers, and the pupils are all citizens of iht school
government; it is ooligatory that each sh^ll contrioute.
The teachers should be professionally minded, ^ell-trained,
and up to date in their vie*s. The blind child is a normal
child, as has been said above, except in respect to his
physical sight, and he is capable of training himself to be
a worthy, happy, self-supporting, and contributory citizen
of the state. Be is not only preparing to be, but already
is, in his life situation, a worthy citizen of his pro-
gressive school.
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Moral guidance has an inseparable relationship with
the other attitudes of life. „h11 are interwoven. /.Dove
all the accomplishment 3 of life, a child should be normal
and morally sound and healthy, for this is the best educa-
tion in the life of a man and much of the success in life
depends upon this criterion. The school, then, should be
a place fthere the children can live and practice these
attitudes of life, right now.
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GHAPTEB V
aaiD^CE IN H^aLTH Zfi P1S30HAI. v.2LL-3^ING
"Mere schooling Is not enough to achieve
ths renewal of civilization. If the future
citizen is to contribute to the advancement
of society instead of being a drag upon it,
xhis health muse be looked to by all possible
measures of prevention, including regular
ex ; ;iin .tions by competant persons.
"
- John Dewey
Body and Mind, or dind and Body? — It has been
debated by different schools of psychologists as to ^hich
is true, "Healthy mind in a healthy body", or its opposite.
There may be arguments and he^rtacnes; but no one will deny
that there is a positive correlation between the mind and
the body. Impair the body, th^ nscessc.ry change will follow
in the mind or mental make-up, unless the person is a martyr
or a saint. Constant trouble ana gloominess in a person
will be followed by certain changes in expression, activity,
or health. It is, therefore, the duty of tn^ educator of
youth to see that due stress is laid upon health and personal
well-being, whicn are no less important than the mental de-
velopment. Guidance in this fiela is aDsolutsly necessary.
The popular view that the blind are on aJQ average
physically weaker than their seeing comrades has been proved
to a very reasonable degree by tests ana measurements made
by De..n Frederick R-nd Rogers of the Graduate School of Phys-
ical Education, Boston University. Perhaps this tendency will
always be so, inasmuch as the handicapped pupils cannot, as
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a rule, make as fr^e movements and exercise their limbs as
freely as those without visual deficiency. For many a blind
Ban, the t -iking of a long walk, unattended, is not recreative,
but positively exhausting. The sites of modern schools for
the blina in uncro-vdeel suourbs give am;le opportunity for
blind pupils to take opeu-air exercise to the best possible
advantage
.
CRITERIA Of oOUND HEALTH
The u.ueation here for blind pupils is not to compete
with their seeing friends in matters of physical strength,
but to make tne osst possible use of all the advantages offer-
ed in residential schools for the blind; it is not a question
of the exhibition of physical po.vers, but of the cultivation
of endurance and methods of keeping fit in the routine of d^ily
lifs and work. Very fe./ should attempt to become acrobats
or exhibitors of physical prowess. Indeed, the sign of good
health and well-being is the manner in which a person c^n
endure hardship ana. strain. The boy who can walk ten miles
without halting and without resultant exhaustion certainly
exhibits a better state of health than ths boy who can run
a fifty-y^rd dash much faster than tne former Dut who is
entirely exhausted ftfte? the r~.ee is over. In the lives of
men, when in school and even in after-life, endurance,
steadfastness, cheerfulness, should be the tests of physical
well-being.
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CH..HGING JDSAS IS REGARD TO PHYJICaL EXERCISE
SISCE THE ftORLD WAR
It la painful to note that the blind pupils who
come to the Calcutta School for ilind children on the day
of thsir fir^t admission ^~ a rule rickety, in ctivo,
and apathetic, - a contrast indeed to the alert and healthy
boyj, sound mentally and physically, v.ho Ie.iVe the school
on the day of discharge. The question presents itself: "Will
these lads who are leaving this helpful environment remain
physically fit in the /ears to come? Or will they lapse again
into listlessness and physical ailments and defects?''
Possibly they may keep fit; but what is the guarantee?
re they going to have the needed facilities in their new
abodes, presumably their permanent abodes, which the physical
culture programme of the school had provided for them? Few
of these young men .ill be able to buy the expensive appara-
tus; f#i '.vili have recreation parks near at hc*nd of which
they cm avail themselves. Vhatf then, has all this educa-
tion meant to them? Prooably it hus meant dissatisfaction
for the future, - too much love for institution life rather
than for Individual home-life. .vhat measures may be tsken
during school ytaps to prevent such unhappy results?
For one thing, ideals of home-member snip should be
awakened and especially emphasized. Again, the boy should be
taught mainly those regular, simple he. itn-habits ,vhich he

can reaaily observe throughout his life, no aattw v/here he
may life. Here again guidance ill save the blind youths of
Bengal from this serious mistake, as has been said, W% need
fewer gymnasts and acroDc ts, but more healthy, ,\ell-developed
boys. This does not necessarily mean that the school in
question should do away with all its programme of gymnastics,
acrobatics, and ail that involves the fada and thrills of
physical culture. Swlawlagj ..aiding, running, folk-dcvncing,
and so forth, shoula be more emphasized.
It is interesting to note how the theory and practice
of physical education in extern countries have changed since
the ..orla har. Modern leaaers of physical culture lay more
emphasis on free and recreational exercises, consisting of
rhythms, ateps, av.ing, jumping, nd dancing movements, Kext
tc these in importance are the contraction exercises allien
strengthen joints ana ligaments. The third are kno^m as pro-
gressive exercises, consisting of a comeination of recreation
and contraction exercises. Last but not le ot of the free and
recreational exercises are the d .ncing movements, some of the
Indian folk dancer, revived by ths famous Indian dancer, Oday
Shanker, and by Mr. Guru Sadagr Cutt, Indian Civil Gervice,-
and some of tne American folk dances and t«p dancing may be
profitably introducea into the school for olind children, to
their best interest and enjoyment. Such e-cercise requires
no apparatus, develops all the limbs of the body, gives a
I
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sense cf rhythm, a»d may easily be practiced unci enjoyed in
aBy plciCfc, even after fehe pupils have gone out frora their
school.
It should be notea that modern gymnastics in America
coei not consist wholly in free exercises. Drill with light
apparatus, such as dumbbells, vasdSj exercise ..itn he^vy
apparatus and companion exercises are still practiced; but
more importance ij given to the recreational exercises than
in the years before the great
M^aaUa^Jx OF PuIcIC^L LDUCL.IION
Ihe terms, 1 Measurement of Intelligence" ^nd "Meas-
urement of Physical Education" are n«\v in India. But before
grouping pupils for pnysical exercises, individual capacity
and skill shouia be testeu ana measured, fhla will, probably,
present difficulties in tne beginning. But v;ith ample re-
search, tests and measurements, a norm m^y be established,
xhis norm, when studied c*nd compared v.itii tha norms of other
biina cnildren in aifferent scaools in Inaia, may be stan-
dardized. This will involve time, money, and research, but
in the end a workable norm may be, reasonably, established for
the Calcutta school to guide the blind stuaent in Bengal.
0IHi,R PHASES OF PERSONAL vvaLL-BEING
It is a mooter of gre^t significance that exercising
one's limbs does not uscese -rily take care of a person's
H ell-being. Dr. Brewer eliminates the term "guidance in
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health"; he rather uses the more Inclusive term, "guidance
in personal well-being . He say s that ''this torn? enables
one to include many things, not directly related to health,
while at the same time centering attention upon .activities,
rather than upon a condition of the body."
The; m ;re teaching of physiology is of little help
in solving problems of self-c<;re for the chili. He must un-
derstand the simple rules of ho I to feed himself judiciously,
clothe his person, keep it cle<.n, give- It proper amounts of
sle«p and relaxation, provide It with shelter, ana s ave him-
elf from injury, accident anu disease. Control, supervision,
direction, reward and punishment may be necessary at times.
But the aim is to make the children, themselves, responsible
for their o-vn physical affairs. The guid. ncs in this particu-
lar field is to le^d them to v/ant to do, and .'..c tually to per-
form, those things that m^ke for cleanlin23s, peace, poise,
cheerfulness, self-help, and the establishment of permanent
ho^lth-hablis of thl right kind. If they may bm guided to
do these things, finally, without suggestion, direction, or
compulsion, the purpose is fulfilled.
This is particularly true for ths children in the
Calcutta School. These children come from rich or poor
nomes. fhen they leave the school, very possibly the over-
fondness of rich parents or fch.fi neglect and inability of poor
ones v.'ill tempt the children to forget their health-habits
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.vhich the school hao taught them. Thus it is cie. r that the
guldanoe for nealth and .veii-oeing in this school should not
oe a matter of direction or comouision, duo the fostering of
right attitudes toward health-habits. This is a difficult
pro Diem, eut none the less it is the duty of the school.
The aim? in tnis phase of gui- nee should be four-
fold* to ^uote the aims of health guidance as set forth by
Dr. Chariot H. Kee&ei*
"In teacning health we must hive cert in goals:
"1. To establish health habits ana stixnd^ras,
emphasizing acts ratner than knowledge;
*£* To instil a v.orKing knowledge of practical
facts relating to cle-inxiness ana sanitation, food, fresh
air, exercise, rest, sleep, and of the causes of prevent-
able diseases ana means of checking them;
"6. To build iaeals regarding health, beauty, serv-
iwe for self, school, c.na community tiiat will result in
bettor living;
M4. To develop tne individual's sense of his per-
sonal responsibility, not only for his o..n health, Dut for
that, of the community in vhleh he resides, and go set forth
the community standards of health**
1 Keene, Charles H., Physical ''elfare of the school
Child, (Boston, The KacJtillan Company, l92d), p. 50? #
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In order to guide the youth, an analysis of the acti-
vities of personal well-being should be formulated, techni-
cal knowledge should be imparted, supplemented by the wisdom
of such performances. rhi_> does not necessarily mean that
the science of physiology should be specifically taught.
In that case it would be too aggressive on attempt.
A list of activity-analysis, technical knowledge,
and wisaom, as prepared by Dr. Brewer^-* is here presented
verbatim to show the c.ctUcl process:
Read corresponding numbers horizontally
ACTIVITIES TECHNICAL KNOWLEDGE VSSDQX
1. .ashing Is keeping clean l.The best way to accom- l.«hy necessary & the
the face, neck, eyes, ears plish this cleanliness good effect involved
2, Attending to the hair Different ways of doings.. hy valuable for
3. Washing the hands and
cleaning nails
4. Caring for the teeth
properly
5. Using handkerchiefs
properly
6. Attending to elimina-
tion regularly
7. Bathing parts of and
all of the body
8. Providing cle:,n under
wear and linen
this
0. 1he best way to keep
the hands cle^n
1. fhe technique of keep-
ing the teeth cle
5. Proper manners
6. Proper habits
7. How to bathe satis-
factorily
6. Ho* often advisable
looks ft health
3. Reasons for such
cleanliness
4. The value from the
standpoint of com-
fort, good taste,
&
voidance of decay
5. docial value of
this
6. Importance for com-
fort and he,. 1th
7*Value for self &
others
8. Value for clean-
liness and free-
dom from odor
1 Brewer, John M., Education as Guidance
.
(New York, the Ifc-cmillan
Co., 1932), pp. 428 - 429
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(Dr. Brewer ! s Activity-Analysis in Personal
;,ell-3eing, Continued ,
)
Read corresponding numbers iiorizontally
ACTIVITIES TECHNIC -iL KNO. Lj'DGE V.IaDOM
9. Standing k sitting in nor- 9.lVhat is the best 9. The kind of thinking
mal manner & proper form posture tnat helps one to
stand ft sit straight
10. Using hynds, arms, legs, & 10. Right methods in smlO. Value for oocial 6c
feet rightly, both in such use individual re. sons
walking and sitting
11. Resting & sleeping reg- 11. Correct methods UUNeed and value for
ularly and adequately to use such habits
1<;. Exercising, & securing l^.Bect kinds of ex- l£.Gooi effects on
fresh air and sunshine ercise and plc,y mind and body
15. Selecting the right kinds 13* Elements of Vcarieu. 13. Desire to select
and amounts of food & oalunced diet; rightly
what fooas are beat
14. Eating and drinking cor- 14. Correct way to 14. Importance of cor-
rectly e<it and drink rect habits of eat-
ing aid drinking
15. Keeping one ! s tnoughts Jnl5.Le rning the way to 15. Desire to stick to
line Aith cheerfulness, do this good tninking
friendliness, trust, cour-
tesy, humor, and. other good
qualities
18. Keeping the body safe andl7.Gcfety informa- 17. retire to protect
flt,& in a wholesome & fa- tion, first aid, the person ft import-
vorable environment ; avoid- etc. ance of safety for
ing or solving common oneself and others
difficulties
16. Studying and working with J6. Aays to use these 16.V..lue of correct use
proper use of light, se,.t, correctly
temperature , time-budget , &c
18. Avoiding bad habits which 18,'Vays to -void 18. Desire for good
interfere with good care each of these haoits and v lue
of the person: uncieanli- of .voiding bad
ness, thoughtlessness, care-
lessness,neglect, excess,
worry, fear, enger, lolling,
loafing , scuffling , taking
chances, irregular hour..,
Irregular eating, use of
harmful drugs, drinks,
preparations, etc.

(Dr. Brewer's Activity-; n^lysis in Personal ell
aeing, Concluded.)
34
ACTIVITIES
Read corresponding numbers horizontally
TECHNICAL KNOWLEDGE ftlSDOM
•l9 * Seleetin$suslng*la caring 19.5tudy of clothing needs;
properly for all needed principles of t; ste and
clothing : underclothing, harmony in shape, pattern
footwear, shirts, suits, colors;kinds of cloth-
dresses jftead coverings, ing,t extures,materials,
collars, ties, ornaments, ring quality, costs,
outer clothing & wraps; etc.
and providing for seasonal
and circumstancial differ-
ences
19*Desire for
nea one ss.
s propriate-
ness,good
t^ste, comfort,
harmony and
protection
80 budgeting, keeping personal 30. Methods
accounts, and ouying needed keeping
articles and service v.isely baying
of buageting,
accounts. and
..0 Value of plan
ning and buy-
ing ..isely
21. Securing aavice and aid
when necessary
21* Ways to . ieur such aid 21, loan and why
to do so
SUMMARY
To summarize the guidance in health .^nd personal
oeing, the folio-sing will inaicate the point of vie*:
1. A reaeonaole ana e^rly insistence upon and prac-
tice of all the right habits in oraer to keep the oody and
mind fit ^nd alert.
Explanations by parents, guardians, end te .chers,
to aevelop the rignt attitudes, in support of tn^e haDits.
...
. cl~.^aes (perhaps in connection with guidance in
society and the community, .-.na in nome relationsnips) for
the discussion of proc-lems in connection with he 1th and
personal weil-Deing. The information should not be pressed
further than tne present needs of the situation, especially
in matters of sex and morale.
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4. Individual counseling on personal well-being;
the avoidance of wrong and unhealthful habits; formation
of good habits; development of good taste and good breeding
in dress, posture, and the items of personal care.
5. A faculty committee in cooperation with the
house master or matrons and teachers, for the study of the
problems which need attention.

CHAPTER VI
EDUCATIONAL AND VOCATIONAL GUIDANCE
96
"There is only one subject matter of edu-
cation, and chat is life in all its manifesta-
tions." - a. N. ..hitehead
"Know thyself." - Socrates
"Of all knowledge, the .vise and good seek
most to know themselves." - Shakespeare
"No teacher can truly promote the Cause of
education, until he knows the mole of life for
which that education is to prepare his pupil."
- Huskin
"It is not lack of sight but lack of energy
that stands in the way of success."
— oir Francis J. Camp be
"A great many men - some comparatively small
men now - if put into the right position, would
be Luthers and Columbuses." - Chapin
I. EDUCATIONAL GUIDANCE
The terms "education as guidance" and "educational
guia-.nce" present a confusion to the Casual reader. The
term "education as guidance" illustrates the writer's point
of view that pupils, whether seeing or non-seeing, should be
guided in all their life activities, >nereas the latter is
just a phase of the total phases of guidance in all the
life-activities and is concerned with the success in his
educational career. It is this latter phase »vith which >ve
are now concerned.
1 Sir Francis J. Campbell, born in Tennessee, blinded
in early childhood, educated in schools for blind and
at Harvard University; became instructor in Perkins
Institution, and finally founded in London the ioyul
Normal College for the Blind, which under his direction
developed advanced principles of education.
1
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OF WHAT DOES THS EDIHUTIOIAli GABBIB CONSIST?
the educational career has been described by many as
the "path of learning." It is an assemblage of abilities
and activities, interconnected by experience and the knowl-
edge gained therein. In a school it consists mainly of
"how to study," "how to gather information," "using the
fundamentals," "learning to speak, to write, to interview,"
"how to prepare -*nd take examinations," "Ho,* to use a libra-
ry," and, especially in the case of blind pupils, "ho* to
adjust oneself to one's environmant or to one»s altered
conditions." Guidance in these m-itters will be considered
as educational guidance.
THE PRESSIHG NSsB OF GUIDANCE FOR THE. BLIND IN
PR&-SCRGOL YEARS
It is surprising to find how the newly ddmitted
blind pupils of all ages are misfits, socially, physically,
and sometimes ethic,lly. Some of these children have been
spoiled by over-fondness, neglect or ignorance on the part
of their parents. Children from wealthy homes art probably
flabuy and corpulent as a result of over-eating ^nd under-
exercise; whereas children from poor homes are sickly and
under-nourished. It cannot adequately be described how im-
portant are the educational opportunities in pre-school years.
During this period children are laying the foundations of
their general orientation in the world. The pre-school
period is even more important in the case of "non-seeing"
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children. ..hen once unfortunate habits h-ve Deen acquired,
they <are not easily eliminated. Very few parents really
understand the needs ana the peculiarities of the blind
children. It falls, therefore, upon the shoulders of those
trained along these particular lines to guide these cnildren.
A step has been taken in jnerica to organize homes or scnools
for the blind children of ^re-school age. Because of finan-
cial stringency at the present moment, and because of lack
of understanding on the part of the general public and of
the parents, this scheme seems to be an impossible proposi-
tion right now in Bengal. It tnerefore devolves upon the
school in Calcutta to aad a ne,, department of Kindergarten
for the Blind, and to extend its publicity programme out
into the villages so that it c^n secure the children of
tender age. The problem of pre-school guidance in Bengal
is now, however, out of the question.
PROBLEM OF EDUCATIONAL GUIDANCE FOR THE BLIND
IN THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
The elementary schools in Bengal, particularly the
Calcutta School for Blind Children, correspond to the six
grades of the American elementary school. It is evident
that in these grades fundamental subjects are the Suae for
all; no major decisions, leading to different channels of
learning; cooperation with others for the good of all,
success in school work, - all these are the universal and

fundamental necessities of the elementary school curriculum.
The writer can hardly over-emphasize the fact that guidance
is concerned titft unified activities. Many of the aspects
of the guidance of educational activities hare been fully
discussed under the head of ''social-civic-moral guidance."
Only a passing remark is madu here.
E0« MUCH RIDDING SHOULD BE TAUGHT IN AN
B&bmshtakx school for the blind?
$01 much reading should be taught in elementary schools
for the blind Much: depends on the mentality of the pupils.
A pupil with low mentality, even if he has the keen tactile
sensibility Of the fingertips to read the emDosse I type, may
yet not prove to be a good reader. These cases should be
considered by the counsellor. The reading of embossed type
or, more technically, of "braille" , is comparatively a very
slow process. It is the duty of the teacher of the blind to
see that the blind children are taught to read with good
speed. There are different theories ~na views about success-
ful braille reading. The writer does not intend to go into
these details here. The theory that comprehension generally
goes with speed in reading is probably not new in Bengal; but
the practice shows that there is not sufficient belief in the
theory. A real difficulty has operated aguinst speed of
reading in many schools for the blind, to which the Calcutta
School is not an exception. Good speech and articulation
have been one of the doors of social acceptability for all.
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Because of Ihck of vision the blind chili &aa been deprived
of the advantages of imitating th- facial expressions of a
good speaker. The teacher of telle blind has, therefore,
very reasonably been advocating reading aloud. This prac-
tice slackens the process of fast and comprehensive reading.
Thi children should be trained in silent reading. Regular
classes for teaching re... ling are, of course, indispensable.
Silent reacting 3houla De encouraged, but at the s-.me time
classes for good speech ana .rticul tion for all children
who speak normally may well be organized.
GUIDANCE IN GhTH&RING INFORMATION
Seeing children have one of m^ny great advantages
over the non-seeing children, - namely, the abundance of
books and other reading materials from \hich tney Das gather
information and obtain wholesome recreation, .ith all tne
facilities in the United states, the libraries for the blind
are not a3 well furnisned as those for the sighted, Dec use
books in embossed type cost a great deal more t&an the ink-
print volumes for seeing readers. In the Calcutta School
for tfiind Children, tnis problem nlXl have to De faced for
many years to come. It follows, therefore, that in order to
enrich their experience, the blind children should be trained
to be "auditory-minded." The "compensation theory" is no
longer in vogue in educational circles in America, c.fter
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many ye^rs of experiment ..na research. The . nter, therefore,
holdi> that the bxind cnild WlXX require special training if
he is to oecome rtUditory-minuea. Conversation vitfa other
people, class discussions, talks by tochers, lectures over
the raiio, - ail tend to develop the auditory faculties, pro-
vided that the Dlind cnild himself is willing to give his
best cooperation. True it is that there is dearth in bengal
of braille books whether in ^nglish or in Vernacular. So
the blind child of 3engal should all the more oe taught to
m.ke the best ox t^e situation by training for ''..uiitory-
mindedness" in tais manner.
a POSoIBLE PLAiN
The 6-4 plan is uniformly followed in bengal. For
the literary group, the Calcutta School for Blind Children is
obliged to follow the usual procedure, since tne final exam-
ination for the school pupils is giv^n oy the examining body
of the Calcutta University. Ixiis 6-± plan consists of six
years of elementary work ana four ye^rs of ilign school. A
definite attempt has been made by tht; writer in this intro-
ductory chapter to sho.. the probaoility of a lov.er mental
average for ne*. pupils coming into the Calcutta Scnool in the
future. The educators of the blind c-n presumaoly be sure
that the greater percentage of pupils will in the future h^ve
a double handicap of low mentality and blindness. It is for
§
ioa
this reason that an early grouping according to ability
will be necessary, A very important question may be
asked: "How are you going to group these children when you
do not have standardized tests for measuring tne intelligence
of the blind children in Bengal? This is a seriouo question.
The only reasonaoie answec that c^n be given to this sound
inquiry is that intelligence tests for the blind in America
have besn standardized after fees faara of experiment and
research. This f.ict, that, some tests have been adapted and
standardizes for use with the blind will m^&e the adaptation
of such tests for the blind cnilaren in Bengal a little easier.
The process will involve time, finance, experiment and re-
search. But it must oe carried out, if the blind pupils ^re
to be helped.
Then, again, the critic may reply: ".hat are you go-
«
ing to do in the meantime, until these tests have been stan-
dardized? The answer is: "Go about it as best yiu can. Te.t
the children with the Hayes-Binet Tests for the Blind; find
out those tests fhlah do not meet tne needs of the children
in Bengal; supplement those remaining by r-asonable tests;
try to vorx out a general estimation of each child's capaci-
ties, supplemented by the judgments of his teaehersj the back-
ground of the pupil, hio .*ork, examination results, and so
forth. But make this estimation of the pupil to the best of
your ability, and as early as you can. Do not De biases forever

by these early findings. Give the boy a fair chance; test
him again occasionally; Iook out for his interests, initia-
tive, industry, and willingness to work. It is these three
things, - innate capacity, training or knowledge, willingness
or industry, - which determine success in school -.nd beyond.
A total estimation of these three qualities which determine
the success of each child in the school should be made, with-
out delay, because of the present situation in schools for
the blind.
The mentality of pupils who are headed for a literary
career should, therefore, be definitely ascertained, In order
to give the best possible to the students of lo».er mentality,
the other group of students who need as much attention m^y
not be neglected or mioumer stood. The 6-4 plan, previously
mentioned, will prove well suited to the more highly endowed
pupils. The 6-4 plan doe^ not necessarily me- n that an ex-
ceptionally intelligent cnild cannot finish his high school
career in seven, eight or nine ye^rs. If he gives evidence
of such possibilities, he should be allowed to set his own
pacta*
Along with the 6-4 plan, a 3-3-4 plan is suggested
for boys of lov\er mentality, but in some cases of higheijmech-
anical ability. The first three ye^rs of this plan may be .vorRed
out with the first three years of the 6-4 plan. fter three
years of work together, each of the t.o groups will have had
•4»
i
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a training of seven years in their respective interests md
fields, ^fter three years of schooling, the pupils ,.ith
lower mentality will have a good chance of exploration o^nd
"finding themselves." The^e three years villi, almost, cor-
respond to the three years in the Junior High : ;cnool of the
United States, which have been set -part for exploration and
trying out. For their last four years, the pupil .vill have
actual vocational education, inasmuch as there is very little
chance for a blina Bengali boy of inferior mental ability to
progress very mucn f^rhter after he has left the sctiool.
For students of this aoubly handicapped group, in
.Bengal, the teaching medium shoula un^uestionaoly be the
Vernacular, since by this means they will be able to assimi-
late and gain more. For the liter ~ry group, or the students
vvno aspire to higher education, Vernccul-r in4 English ^iike
should be compulsory suDjects, altnough the letter may not
necess ril/ be the medium of teaching. E5ut knowledge of the
BBgllsb language is absolutely necess-ry for higner studies.
If poo^ible, ths academic pupils shoula be encouraged to
acquire t.*o or three other modern l.uropsc.n languages* since
for brilliant blinJ students higher stuoies in literature,
hiotory, science, economics, philosophy, language, and 30
forth, ttay turn out to de vocations in later life. A modern
student in any of chess fields cannot wmll do .vi«hout learn-
ing one or two :urope,.i.n languages.
I
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Much has been said and written by merican writers
on tne courses related to such an iters as exploration,
r,try-outs'' and vocational information. It wil^., therefore,
be only v^in repetitions if these two topics dire t.,ken into
further consideration. The familiarity of these f^cts is
here presupposed. This -riter will merely, therefore, em-
phasize some particular Qroblem:. that are connected ><.ith
the Calcutta School for the Blind.
GUIDANCE FOtt *8K C0UUR«JS-»MlBPAJUT0B3t STUDENTS
The proolems of the college-preparstory students are
comparatively simple. These boys have made up their minds, as
a rule, that they are going on to higher education, and this
very fact emphasizes exploration througn gener 1 courses, -
general mthematics, general soci .1 studies, general science,
and so forth. No regular courses as exploratory courses are
necessary for them, fchen they are in the school, they make
their choice, since in the last t.\o years of high schoal
studies, special branches are prescribed by tna University,
and matriculation or college entrance examinations atfe given
by the central examining body of the; University. Through the
general courses, these blind boys will have a good ground for
making their choice of suojects. In the first tv:o fears of
aija school, general courses in journalism, story-;.ri"Cing,
and so forth, may asII oj given.
•
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VOCATIONAL GUIDANCE
The Interrelation between Educational and Vocational Guidance
In order to find out the interrelation between the
two terms, the difference between Ideational Gui~^nce and
Vocational education should be Drought out. -ometimes a con-
fusion arises between these t*vo terms. Vocational guidance
is not idetttlal v.ith vocational education; the former is an
essential part of liberal education end part of guidance as
a whole. Guidance in a particular field without respect to
other fields cannot be proper guidance. Those who make a
confusion between vocational guidance and vocational eduction
cannot se^ tne incerrelationship between educational and voca-
tional guidance, k pupil who is in school has "studentship"
as his vocation, - a-hlon is really educational guia nee,
but to a certain extent voe -tional guidance as Nell, or, in
other words, his studentship t,s a oriole is ''guidance" in
the broadest sense. ]iaueational and vocational guidance are,
therefore, interrelated.
GUIDANCE FOR KCii-COLLIiGii-?"i;i^?..it.J'ORI PUPILS
From the point of view presented in the preceding
paragraph, it is evident that voCcation.il exploration, activi-
ties in these fields are all ne to guide the pupils;
but it is Hard to say y/hicn is tdVOl tional and ..hich is voca-
tional. In the plcin for the non-coliege-prepar. t .ry
pupils, the .•.Titer haj> attempted to aho. the field of educa-
tional guidance >vhica is nscess^ry for them and which could
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oe giv^n them in elates sh-red ,.lth the coilege-pr §i IP .tor/
group. In the three succeeding ye,,rs, exploration and "try-
outs" should oe provided '.or tne non-college-prep.av. oory
pupils Dy giving courses ana also by giving inform.- cion c.bout
various vocation.-.;
. In Lhe Last four years, definite voca-
tional education should be given, specializing in so^e one
occupation, .»itii a measure of versatility in t,o or more e4*»
ditional pursuits according to the ability of the Individual
s tuaent
•
Before discussing the explor tory <ni try-out experi-
ences of the pupils, it may be considered advisable to inquire
as to the number anl extent of different oceup tions or in-
dustries in which the scnool c.n offer instruction. These
occupations it the pr^ ent time are at follows:
1. Typewriting;
£, Cane-weaving, basket-mixing or other bamooo
and c -ne ,ork;
'6, Netting ana loom-;.e ving;
4. Vocational music
a. Vocal
o • Instrumental
It may not be improper to discuss here tne present
and fcha future conditions of these occupations, as they con-
cern the ex-pupils of the Calcutta School for tne Jlind.
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TYPEWRITING A3 AS OCCUPATION
inc- the ».orld War and AitH the advancement of the
scientific age, tnings nave changed everywhere in the .orld.
Even with the aid of the dictapnone, tne aver -ge blini boy
cannot reasonably compete vXtb the seeing man, not. to speak
of the monetary return whicn has to be shared with his guide,
reader, and so forth. Moreover, Indian girls vith aormal
vision are rapidly swelling the r^nks of this occupation, a
fact .viiich will ton.; to eliminate the male typists and secre-
taries. In these circumstances, vocational education look-
ing toward thi3 field does not seem to be very promising for
tne blind boys of BtAgaJL Typewriting and braille stenog-
raphy may be or should be taught to nelp tne students in
their offl work, but not for vocational purposes.
BASDCRAFTS
Mention has alreoi ^y been made of training in cane-
vveaving, basket-making or other forms of bamboo and cane
viork, netting and loom-weaving. itnout elaborating too much
on this subject, it may be pointed out that Qaflt«~pre judices
are raaidly disappearing from the province of Bengal. Previ-
ously these occupations were followed only by low-caste people
but nowadays many seeing persons of different castes ku.ve come
to respect the dignity of labor and are taking up tnis type of
work in order to earn a living. These o.rticul r occupations,
therefore, involve a proposition of hard competition in
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business, even though the graduates of the Calcutta School
for the Slina h ve a very high, n.y evn B superior, standard
of uork compared vith that of the sighted.
Previously it was a question of the exc -Hence of the
manufactured article. Ho* it has come to be a question of
increased supply and diminished demand, or a question of ho a
good and ho-v che^p. One solution that se-me to be possiDle
lies in the system of eoAperatiTe *ork between the blind and
the sighted. The wooden chair vhleh has been beautifully re-
caned by the blina ..orker, may be nicely polished or repaired
in the s^me shop vith more satisfaction ..nd less trouble to
the customer. this exoscci .tion ..1th seeing persons must ..lso
have a Aholesome effect on the social life of blind people.
Intelligent cooperative ..ork alone c .n gave the situation.
MUJIC A3 A VOCATION
The introduction of the r. dio has brought with it a
foiir chance for the blind artists in the field of music. A
blind singer, behind the curtain or beyond the r .nge of vision,
is presumably more at ease vhen he neeo. not thlttk of gesture,
posture, or f_ci-.l expression. In Sail , the r id io is under
semi-governmental control. Unlike the r ;xdio stations in the
United States, the Calcutta Broadoasting Station has some
paid professional men n ' omen and sometimes boys and girls.
Music as a profession, vhether rooal or instrumental, holds
better possibilities for Ihd blind in Bengal than in Many
other countries to-day. It should be noted here that even
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some of the ccllege-prepar;. tory students with talent in
music may have good, prospects in this field.
/>GHICULTUR. AS A VOCATION
India is primarily an agricultural country, Bengal
being the most fertile province i;. the empire. The f .he
pride Ahich decreed that agricultural enterprises should be
carried on by the poor and illiterate alone, is now dying
down. The attempt of :ir Profulla Kumop Roy, scientist and
Professor-Lioeritus of the C.^lcutca University, to m^ke edu-
cated young men interested in agriculture has been fruitful.
It WtXX be i Aorth-while attempt to find out ,vhy the blind
young men should not be able to Ccrry on agricultural pur-
suits. Tnis has been tried out in London for tne last ten
ye rs and J. Ernest outcliffe^ is of the opinion th.it it c«n
reasonable be done. Considering that many of the traditional
industries of the blind have been hampered by the modern situ-
ations, it *ouli be only reasonable to find out whether the
blind can be gainfully employed in these industries „hich they
hi.ve hitherto never attempted. It seems to the writer that
dairy enterprises, gsner .1 furrm-rig, gardening, end poultry
raising may be taught ai occupo.tio.ne for tne blind.
I
hen the fields in v.hicri the scnool frail offer oppor-
tunities for exploration and eauc tlon have been determined,
'uUtcliff e, J. Ernest, "Gardening for the Blind, n
i-.tionc»l Institute for the Jlind , Bulletin Ko< c,
London, 195-., pp.
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the next most important thing ia to organize courses in these
fields for explorations ana ''try-outs - no longer in the
traditional textboek-and-teaeher method, but Dy actual ex-
perience and practice in these occupations, under supervision
supplementing theoretical instruction. The courses *iil give
the stiicients all the necessary vocational information, enablin
tneii to join in calks BJftd deliberations and to realize the
outlooK for the future. For example j .hen giving a course in
vocational information in agriculture, the necessity of rais-
ing different crops in different parts of Bengal, because of
variations of high and marshy tracts, the unaesirability of
introducing inte Bengal the most moaerr: developments of man-
uring, ploughing, and oO on, fc} machines, because of the
farmer's inability to meet the expense Uius incurred, - all
these subjects of vital importance may be aiscussed. Informa-
tion about the profession i^ absolutely necessary, V§nen or-
ganizing these vo; -itioitcl Cwursis, the skilleu activities,
the technical knowledge to perform these activities, and the
wisdom of doing so siiOul:i be clearly stated and made effective
to the minus of the stuients.
GUIDANCE XM EIJUIHATXO* 09 STIOHiTS F.-.OM SCHOOL
Sere agcin one is fatted with children who &re not in
^11 respects normal. This point must oe m^d s clear. In India
tnere is no frs education. Parents have to pay a greater
percentage of the cost for tne pupils 1 schooling. The
School for the Blind at Calcutta, on tne other h-.nd, admits
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any boy of normal health under the age of sixteen, irrespec-
tive of the caste, creed, class or color. The critic may
take this vie- of the situation, that aa soon as a child loses
his sight, provision is made for him .vitnout ent iline any
financial Durden on his parents. It is for this reason that
the particular school in question enccur:. gas p .rants and
guardians to pay for the child's eauc .tioa to tne best of
their financial ability j vhile, on the other hand, poverty
does not prevent the child* s admission to ties school.
/,ith some children the standard of living, comforts
and company of friends in the scnocl is mors alluring than
attractions at home. They have unusual fondness for the
school. Guide nee is naedea here. A proper attitude to home-
membership should be fosteres. The older boys irfcO still
cling to the comforts of the institution are seldom .holly
normal pupils and present serious problsms for guidance
•
These children apt often of loa mentality or exhibit lack of
the proper attitudes toward life. The training of pupils of
this type according to the professions of their fathers or
guardians may be ft helpful suggestion. In thot case, the
older blinzl boy his t le-^st something in common 'Aith his
eld ere to make nimself useful in nis ovn horn". This is far
from saying that occupation shoulJ be determined Dy castes.
If the pupil his the ability, interest and steadfastness in
his /jork, he ,vill surely be helped by the school is every
•
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feasible way. But the otner child *ltn les i capacity should
also be helped to help himself oy ak king himself oseful in
his home environment.
The other type of students who dislike school *nd
frequently do not return to the institution i f ter a v c . t ion
reflects upon the school. The school should be a pi:ice of
activities which v iii De liked by every noriaal cl.ilu. .hen
the chile wishes to withdrM himself prematurely from the
school, nis ct.ntr;l interests should be discovered and the
school snould oe adjusted to his re^onuble needs, - r. ther
than trie boy to the school.
BtaOUKX OF EDUCATIONAL OS) VOCATIONAL GUIDANCE
To summarize the principal points in the programme,
we have the following;
1. environment of the school lire In life situations,
conducive to he; lthy :.r\rx successful growth in body, in mind,
ana in better organized activities;
k . Samples of education... i tt&fil vocational ,ork &l I
b: sis of finaing out the individual abilities -^na interests;
8* Classes for the study of educ-tional and vocation-
al proDlwms and opportunities, for learning the methods of
study ana attacking problems, fith especially .uglified teach-
ers, well pre parea for the work;
4. Counseling, testing, try-outs, and the like.
The true test of educational and vocational guidance
is the interest tha.t the boys tu*e in the school ana whether
they think of education as the center of their learning ,-nd
living
.
•I
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5. eotnrsBUBa ras xiDXTXDttas
Dm guidance activities discussed thus f ^r ire con-
cerned l-.rgely *vith students as a group. Thsy have consisted
mainly of importing information to students and providing
experiences that give them understanding of the sit ua Lions
explores or to be explored, ^nd reveal tneir capacities and
interests. But guidance must finally ens in the sistriDu-
tion and aiju^tm^nt of trio individuals concerned.
The nature and significance of individual counseling,
according to Bingham and alore, are "f ~*ct-findlng, iniorming,
and motivating. BffeotlYl counseling io not passible with-
out preliminary activities. Quidallot does not. relieve uhe
student of responsibility; rather, it nukes nim mors sensible,
reasonable and responsible. Variations in the capacities of
the individuals should be recognized. Bufiicient valid data
for prediction should be used, thougn the presistions of
success are not sbsoluto but r^ in tenia of probabilities
•
V lid rscordo of ds.ta concerning students should be gathered.
M ny facts are needed for adequate consia^raiion of most
questions met in guidance. csumul^tion of information over
a period of years is essential* All ohess desiderata are
essential in uhe case of blind cnilursn. It h^s often Decn
noticed that the age ana cau-s of blindness of many children
•»
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are untruthfully reported by their p .rents at tne time ox"
admission to the school. As ft basis for fair ana clccurate
estimation, these records should be thoroughly reliable.
In order to counsel a student, his self-apprais ~i of
capacities =na interests should be one of the factors con-
sidered. Home factors and conditions should be ascertained,
the record of scholarship, rscorl of pay cicipdion in the
school-life-activities, aptitudes shown in tnese activities, -
in other Aords, the records of school rOvlt should be regarded
as I most important source of information. Studying the in-
dividual as a part of the guidance process requires coopera-
tion on Lhe part of alL the members of the staff. This Can-
not be prescribed in doses by the counselor.
CHARACTERISTICS AID TEAliXKfl OF COOTSEIiORS
Proctor^- discusses the personal characteristics and
qualifications of counselors unier thrat headings, - social
qualities, education and experience. Be believes that the
type in .horn the social instincts have been "highly cultivated"
and "the qtttOtt, persu; sive, friendly person, wlXX achieve
more Listing results in first-hr-ni , p ar sonal-contact counseling
than «ili the over-energetic, dominating person." The duties
of a councilor doft&stf high standards in personality, vision,
Uftd training. »8e must be a person of rational symp.tny, free
^•Proctor, ..illiam K« , educational .*nd Vocational Guif nee ,
(Houghton Mifflin Co., i-J,,5), pp.-.. O-a.-a
r•
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from sentimentality. His duty is to give a r'head-to-head n
consideration rather than a ffheart-to-he:-.rt talk. r; ftis
student should. hi.ve full confidence in the counselor I s
friendliness and acility, should be frank in telling him
his whole story, his hopes and ambitions, ireakneas and folly,
hi vq the spirit of relf-exaalftatlon ind self-criticism, and
be open-mindsi. This fcfeovs that because of the dignity of
the position rj.nj bee -use of the administrative factors, one
a ho is at the he.d of the; school c • nnot fill the position
of counselor. Many principals have found from their experi-
ence that as soon aa they are promote^ from the position of
counselor to th.t of principal, the pupils lose their con-
fidence in them as counselors.
MftBlBG 3fH8 INDIVIDUAL Bx M?,ANa OF HELPING HIM
tl SPECIFIC ..ITUaTIONG
There are so many different Ci.se 3 of counseling that
only a f#n c^ses »;hich seem to be very closely associated
with the blind will be mentioned below*
i) guiding sag fwth v.ith um^wrtsi abilito
4iND HIGH AmUIOA
The vriter has found a number of such c-ases in the
Calcutta School for *she 31ind. The outstanding graduates
always attract the attention of the ambitious students. This
Is due to the iacK of capacity to r^clize uLioitions. It is
difficult to sc^le down the amoition of the student. This
inappropriate ciUiuition h^s frequently been Kindled by the
It
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parents. The school should not permit the educational in-
terests of a student to be Jeopardized by mistaken concep-
tions on the part of nis parents aad friends. In order to
make the student realize the inappropriateness of hi., ambi-
tions, the probability of failure in nis chosen programme,
//hen compared with those successful la the s&M field, should
be interpreted. Tnis is oni,> the negative side of the solu-
tion, supplementing this negative side, a positive procedure
of helping the student to discover nis activities which are
in conformity vith his capacities ana interests, shoux- oe
mapped out.
g] GUIDING THE FAILING SttB>£tt
Che types of f -iiure should be found oui first. The
criterion of succes- should be fetal extent to irhlob the stu-
dent achieves what he is capable of aenieving. la fact, the
brightest students iray be achieving less tnan tbetr c:..pc,city
demands. Th~ best procedure, thereiore, to find out scaool
success is to measure the extent to ..nich the student is
living up to his capacities.
3) GOTUING THL P£RSOXAJU«S lUlADJUSTID STDD^NI
thM best procedure seems to be preventive rather than
curative. The oanger signals, the physical ^ppe-r^nce of
which give some evidence of malad ju- tments should be carefully
studied both in classrooms and in the re iiience. It has oeen
.
c t>tec over anc over L.gain that residential scnools for the
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blind have this advantags of keeping an oversight over the
pupils all the tine. Ifalad j ue tmenta in students are ganaral-
ly indlaatad d/ changes in the c endue t of the pupil, such as
v /.ire King, feelings cf inf .rioritv, undue interest in sex.
•attara | desire for a onore. e excitement, fe.ir of conse vuences
of acts because of ridicule, hostility or indifference. .11
tnese symptom: should oe carefully Matched* The attempt, as
haa u | g a mentioned before, should be preventive rather than
curative.
4) Tin. ?R0i3L:ii« OF Pa.iC^i^r iJ<,) F0-L0..-UP
It May b<- mentioned that the problem of placement vaa
the flree notion of guidance. Qui ing the Individual to oo-
t in employment ii not really >laeeaeat« entering upon * call-
ing because of the individual's interest* abilities, ;.nd lik-
ings, is reel placement . 36 f r, there has hoea no piac maat
oure *u for the blind children in Calcutta. It h. s devolved
uoon the Principal of tin school to find employment for the
graduates. It should really 0. tae society's interest end
responsibility to place thj young men «ho are aeli iu.-.lixied
and vho dan m_ke an honorable living. It is not only a ques-
tion Of helping the blind pupils, but it is one of mutual
help] the eupiie also tnus glYe their best to the community,
iiluch of the vocational success of the blind depends upon tne
goodwill of the se-ing. The seeing should be aducatad to see
What the blind ara c- t;c-ble of doing. "Seeing is believing.
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Let those endo/ed with sight be willing, to sea and believe in
the po: f.ibillcies for achievers nt by the blind. A placement
bureau in eoSp-r ,tion with the Calcutta School for cne Blind
should ue organized ftj soon as possible.
Brewer and °roctor do not favor the proolem of place-
ment as ft phase of guidance. Confidence, conceit to ft cer-
tain extent, for \r .ness, - these have their place in these
days of keen competition. According to the above-mentioned
c ui nc experts, placement eliminates pupil initiative. 3ut
It real!/ does not; the task of "selling" one's services to
the 3r.ployer is Still the pupil » s UtiS c lis for plenty of
initiative and ingenuity. Moreover, it c .nuot be deni=j: that
placement has an ed uc .. t ive return v-.lue to the school. If
the student i. successful or f..Liin5 in his employment , the
BOtieol shoulo kno-? it, so that it may enrich its progr-.aime
with a vie. to the oesc- needs ana requirements of the time.
upervision Of early einplo/menc is an iinporo nt phase
of guid nee. "^he education and guidajftOft of young people are
so vital to the individual ftd .society that their cidective-
ttftftfl should bft ftfttft mined v.herever possible." The criterion
of success is after all in the occupation NBA cannot well be
ascertain e-. ithout effort at folio -.-up. "The number of grud-
Uatlfig etu- ents in the Calcutta School for fcae -Una is so
a 11 that ket-pinf- aae.uate records of follow-up shouL.; not
be a difficult task. Such records, careful Ly studied
,
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will enrich the guidance programme of the school. Just as
faith, hope and charity ftTa the solvation of life, so proper
gttid ,ncj, plaeemdntj ana follov-up are the salvation of the
3choel ni its gr iauiites.
In vie 1 *, of the position held by the writer in 11
these phases^ a plan fo
.
j org -nidation of Gui i .nce Service in
the Cilcuttv school for th- lUinri in presence.; d-jIos.
TABLE VI. A SUOOB JTRD PUN OF ORGANIZATION OF GUIDASCK SERVICE IN THE
RESIDillU'I/ L SCHjCL FOH BLI;W CHILOK^H At C/.LCUTIA
PRINCIPAL
r DIRECTOR OF GUIDANCE oc RL^.RCH
i
i
i
i
L
Placement!
Bureau
L
Field . orJter
and
Home Visiting
Ts . cher
Cental Tests; :auea-
tional Tests; 1
ical Aptitude fe^tsj
Research
Corrective
ork: '.'pencil
Pos ture
ical
Dental
Ophthalmic
i)ch. Nurse
special Assistants in Gula^-nee Programme
Read Muster Read Teacher
•
Curriculum
Advisers
Club
Advisers
Physical
jSLractors]
/ ll Class room Teachers
1
T
House faster 3 end Motrcns
Loc: 1 Civic
Organizations
Each Boy J Girl an Individual Case Proolein
•
A SUGGEST&D PROORAJHO Or' 8T5DI1S FUR A WOS-TEAB
HIGH SCHOOL FOR ri-I riuIivD Iri JSwG.-.ii, ADOPTING *
0-4 cms 6-6-4 PLAl
As the jQatur-j and problem of an elementary scnool for
tne blind during tne six ye-rs have Dean tnoroagaly discussed
under the heading "Social-civic-moral guidance", ana on page 98
(ff)j unaer tne head of "educational guidance , tne writer is
not giving belo* any particular ,)rogr -iruno for these gradeS|
but wishes to emphasize the fact that the fundamental suojects,
the habit of goou re .ling ana study, 3ocial-civic-moral re-
lationships, adjustment to environment, should De taught, or
Father | practiced, in .vnolesome and '.veil-ordered activities,
giving the pupils the opportuni ties of learning aov to live
in life-situations, the foundation stone of healthy and moral
life should be laid in these six grades*
Given below is a sujjestec1 progr.mme of studies j in a
6-4 und 6-6-4: plan, for ft four-ye.r Lgh Beheel for the olind
in Bengal.
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Table vii. - a suggested programme of studies
for a four-tsar high school
(prescribed studies in capitals)
First Year Second Year Third Year Fourth Year
*ENGLISH
*ENGLI3H ^ENGLISH *aNGLISH VERNACULAR
VERNACULAR VERNACULAR VERNACULAR SOCIAL PROBLEMS
SOCIAL STUDIES HEaLTH ACTIVITIES HEALTH ACTIVITIES HEALTH ACTIVITIES
HEALTH ACTIVITIES
General Science Modern History
General Mathematics Biology-
Agriculture and
Industrial Arts
Home Economics
Music
Algebra
Foreign Language-
Agriculture and
Industrial Arts
Home Economics
Music
/.merlcun History European History
General Science General Mathemati©
Geometry Foreign Language k,
•1 Foreign Lang.l cr~ agriculture ^nd
Agriculture ^nd Ind ustricii Arts
Industrial Arts Home Economics
Home Economics Music
Music
An offering in Commerce may be substituted for Home Economics through-
out the four years, in the case of the college prupar .tory cl-.ss.
Total offering of <j6 units of study not including health activities or
arts.
*The study of English is prescribed only for the College Preparatory
student group. The non-college-preparatory pupils should not be en-
couraged to study English, for the reasons given on page 10,5 under the
heading, "Possible Plan."
r
CHAPTER VII
SUMMARY
The advancement of modern science has almost eliminated
the causes of blindness at birth ana other adventitious forms
of blindness. Science has not yet been able to remove the
Causes of inherited blindness, and it will not be able to do so
within reasonable time limits without the cooperation of those
men and women *ho have inherited visual deficiency. This fact
involves a social problem over which society as a whole has no
control. As a result of this (us has been made clear in Chapter
II) a much great percentage of blind children in the future
are likely to have a mentality which ..ill be constitutionally
far below that of the mentality of the group of students in
ye^rs gone by. The situation will, therefore, be more diffi-
cult to tackle than it has ever been before, a greater per-
centage of pupils will h^ve a double handicap of blindness and
lower mentality. This situation, therefore, will need, - in-
deed, it already needs, - proper guidance of the blind pupils.
This does not mean that schools for the blini v. ill have all
pupils of low mental grade. Indeed not. There will be a very
small percentage of students of high mentality, too. But,
even then, these students will need guidance.
a summary of the study made by Dr. Samuel P. rf yes,
the Director of Psychological Research in the Pennsylvania In-
stitution since 1916, and in PerKins Institution since 1919, is
given below. This will show the seriousness of the situation.
I
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The results of the mental tests and research thus far
published tend to show that the blind as a group are, to a
certain extent, mentally inferior to the seeing. , /hen the
normal curves of distribution of the blind and the sighted are
examined, one evidently finds a larger percentage of feeble-
mindedness among the blind. Hayes nL.kes a comparison between
670 blind children, tested by means of Ir;vin-Binet tests, and
1,000 unselected children as tested by Term^n in the Stanford
University. The results are quoted Delow:
PERCLNT^Ga
Blind Sighted
Genius 6.3 0.5
Very superior. 1 2
Superior . 5 9
Average .
.
. 68 7b
Dull . . 12 8
Border-line 7 2
Feebleminded . 5 0.3
The above findings bring out two issues: First, pupils
on or above the average in intelligence are much less common
among the blind than among the sighted; second, the significant
difference between the distributions occur in B very gre.it per-
centage of dull, borfler-line, and feebleminded blind as compared
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with the sighted. Of course, it is a sound criticism that these
feebleminded should not be tested with the normal blind
children; richer, tneir place is in a school for the feeble-
minded. But the fact rinidns that, they are there in the school
for the blind. This presents an educational problem, whether
or not schools should launch on separate programmes or sep^r.-.te
curricula for them, when these blind children are not admitted
into schools for the feeoleminaed, though their proper place
would be there. Here, in the school for the feebleminded, the
feebleminded blind child v.ould be more or less on the s^.me
social grounds with his comrade, since his chief handicap is
not hi:, blindness, out his feeblemindedness.
'he second proolem is: Under th~ circumstances, the
schools for the blind shoula have a highly Vc-rled and special-
ized curriculum to suit the needs of the pupils of different
mentality. The pupils on or above the average are comparative-
ly few when compared with the ^uplls of lower mentality in the
same distribution and when compared with the pupils of normal
vision. An attempt should be made by providing more enriched
curricula and experience to see whether the standard of achieve-
ment of the normal blind Bay be brougnt up to that of the seeing.
It is interesting to note th..t the disability of the blind in
the vocabulary tests gradually diminishes from 33 per cent to
15 per cent ,,ith advance in years ana experience. One wonders
whether or not this auspicious sign is an indication of the
possibilities of heightening the achievement of the blind,
•
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because as the child grows in ...ge with increased experience
the deficiency in voeaoulary decreases to a considerable
degree.
The Calcutta School for ulind Children snould hearken
to this alarm signal and m^ke preparations to meet the present
n.eds of the blinu chilaren in Bengal.
Among other necessary things to be done, an inm.eai._te
attempt should oe made to adopt a sc^le for me suring the in-
telligence of the students, so th.^t an e rly estimation of the
mental ability of individual pupils can be ma^e. hen this
3teo has been taken, ana a preliminary background is given to
the students, they shoula be given sufficient opportunity to
"find" and "explore" themselves, througn the varied and enriched
pPOgr iinme of the scnool. In the last four years of school life,
a specialty in a trade end versatility in one, two* or more oc-
cupations shouli oe stressed.
During their residence in school, pupils will gro* in
activities, not only preparing for future life, Out already
living and learning "ho- to live", - right no.v, - inculcating
in themselves the right attitudes co . ras life. In otner .,ords,
pupils .'.ill be guided and helped to help themselves, since all
guidance should involve and lead to self-guidance, help being
given to them only when they are .orKing out the solutions of
their own problems.
The attitude of a student in a guid ncz progr mme is
(tomoso ma jootir gamoya), "From darkness lead us to the light,"
best described by the Vedic prayer, n
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implying not mere self-surrender in times of need, but self-
endeavor and confidence in his counselor. The duty of the
counselors or the guidance workers is only to unfolo. or show
the way. But the test of success or failure of the programme
lioo in the question whether or not tne pupils, individually,
are facing life normally, bravely, and happily.
— "..herefore, by their fruits ye shall knov> them,"
s^ith the Master.
•
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